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ABSTRACT
CHARACTERISTICS OF WEB-BASED TEXTUAL
COMMUNICATIONS
Tayfun Küçükyılmaz
PhD in Computer Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Cevdet Aykanat
December, 2012

In this thesis, we analyze different aspects of Web-based textual communications
and argue that all such communications share some common properties. In order to
provide practical evidence for the validity of this argument, we focus on two common properties by examining these properties on various types of Web-based textual
communications data. These properties are: All Web-based communications contain
features attributable to their author and reciever; and all Web-based communications
exhibit similar heavy tailed distributional properties.
In order to provide practical proof for the validity of our claims, we provide three
practical, real life research problems and exploit the proposed common properties of
Web-based textual communications to find practical solutions to these problems. In
this work, we first provide a feature-based result caching framework for real life search
engines. To this end, we mined attributes from user queries in order to classify queries
and estimate a quality metric for giving admission and eviction decisions for the query
result cache. Second, we analyzed messages of an online chat server in order to predict
user and mesage attributes. Our results show that several user- and message-based
attributes can be predicted with significant occuracy using both chat message- and
writing-style based features of the chat users. Third, we provide a parallel framework
for in-memory construction of term partitioned inverted indexes. In this work, in order
to minimize the total communication time between processors, we provide a bucketing
scheme that is based on term-based distributional properties of Web page contents.

Keywords: Web search engine, result caching, cache, chat mining, data mining, index
inversion, inverted index, posting list.
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ÖZET
WEB TABANLI YAZILI İLETİŞİM
KARAKTERİSTİKLERİ
Tayfun Küçükyılmaz
Bilgisayar Mühendisliği, Doktora
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Cevdet Aykanat
Aralik, 2012

Bu tezde, Web tabanlı iletişim metotlarının farklı özelliklerini inceleyip, değişik
iletişim metotlarının ortak karakteristikleri olduğunu öne sürdük. Bu tezimizi
kanıtlayabilmek için bu ortak özelliklerden iki tanesinin üzerinde yoğunlaşacak ve
bu özellikleri derinlemesine inceleyeceğiz. Bu özellikler: Bütün Web tabanlı iletişim
metotları yazarlarına,alıcılarına, veya mesajların kendilerine atfedilebilecek özellikler
taşırlar. Ve bütün Web tabanlı iletişim metotları benzer dağılımsal özellikler gösterirler.
Bu iki hipotezi kanıtlayabilmek amacıyla üç farklı, pratik, gerçek yaşamla ilgili
araştırma problemi üzerinde durduk ve bu iki hipotezi kullanarak sunulan araştırma
problemlerini çözmeye çalıs̈tık. Bu problemlerden ilkinde, halihazırda kullanılmakta
olan bir sorgu motoru için sorgu özelliklerine dayanan bir otomatik öğrenme yaklaşımı
öne sürdük. Bu çalışmada, kullanıcı sorgularından çeşitli özellikler çıkartarak bu
özellikleri otomatik öğrenilmiş bir model oluşturmak için kullandık. Bu modele göre her sorguya bir kalite metriği atayarak, arama motoru ön belleğine kabul
ve atılma kararlarını bu metrik sayesinde yaptık. İkinci problemde, kullanıcı ve
mesaj özelliklerini tahmin etmek amacı ile bir chat sunucusunun verilerini inceledik.
Sonuçlarımız birçok kullanıcı ve mesaj bazlı ozelliğin tahmin edilebilirliğine ışık
tuttu. Üçüncü çalışmamızda, terim bazlı ters indekslerin hafıza bazlı ve paralel
olarak oluşturulmalarını inceledik. Bu araştırmada ise, işlemciler arası toplam iletişim
zamanını minimize edebilmek amacı ile, Web sayfalarındaki terimlerin dağılımsal
özelliklerini temel alan bir guruplama metodu önerdik. Bu özellikleri kullanarak,
işlemciler arası iletişim zamanını, işlemci görev dağılımını da dikkate alacak şekilde
nasıl azaltabileceğimiz yönünde araştırmalar yaptık.
Anahtar sözcükler: Arama Motoru, Sonuç ön belleği, ön bellek, Chat madenciliği, veri
madenciliği, indeks tersleme, ters dizin.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A Cohesion of Definitions: Communication and
Knowledge Dissemination
It is widely believed that the first use of written language originates to Mesopotamia
around 3200 BC. At that time, the use of writing was either to keep track of valuable
resources such as grain or beer, or to preserve memorable events. For a very long time,
writing is used solely to preserve the available information and pass it to next generations. Around 500 BC, writing has started to be used for a completely different reason:
communication. First written communique according to the testimony of ancient historian Hellanicus the first, is a hand written letter by Persian Queen Atossa daughter
of Syrus, mother of Xerxes. Although not an invention by itself, the use of writing
1
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as a means of communication is a ground breaking event for the human kind that still
affects our lifestyle.

From the first appearance of letters in human history up until mid 1940’s, writing
is used only for two distinct purposes: as a means of communication (such as using letters or telegrams), or for sharing and protecting knowledge (e.g., books, glyphs
and etc.). When we examine post-40’s writing style, communication-oriented writings have several distinctions from other literary products. First and foremost, all
communication-oriented writings target a person or a position, which implies a degree
of intimacy (acquaintance) between two peers. An even more important distinction
due to this intimacy is that, these writings are generally accepted as a private communication media and involve some sort of secrecy between communicating peers. Even
today, social custom dictates that we seal envelopes when posting letters as a courtesy
of privacy.

With the development of computers, the mankind finds new means to store valuable information. Instead of writing on paper, papyrus, or inscribing on temple walls,
computers allow information to be kept as electrical states, without physical limitations or constraints. Just as in the case of the invention of the written text, the use of
computers as a means for communication followed the introduction of computers as
a knowledge storage medium. HERMES, the email system built within ARPANET,
was one of the first attempts of mankind for using computers as a means to communicate. Still, the use of computers both as a storage and a communication medium was
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not very different from the paper-based methods, up until mid-1980’s, until when the
Internet emerges.

The Internet phenomenon arose in mid 1990’s, when small networks start to merge
with each other, and the World Wide Web start to be available to common people.
Throughout the world, millions of people start to connect to Internet, building the
worlds’ largest society. Starting as a huge interactive knowledge repository, Internet
also rapidly assumed the mantle of a communications medium. However, it was evident from the first day that, letters or mails, as the sole method of traditional textual
communications, would both be unsuitable and insufficient means of communication
for such a large community. Thus, the community has devised its new ways to communicate.

As the Internet community grows larger and larger, people become acquainted with
a lot of new terms such as “forums, bulletin boards, and blogs.” While these terms
are derived from the physical world, the Internet community assigns them whole new
meanings. With such communication platforms, people easily access expert knowledge and opinions, share their personal feelings and thoughts, and even create new
relationships.

The most significant aspect of this new form of communication is twofold. First,
the intimacy and privacy aspects of the traditional textual communications become
extinct in this new communication media. Most of the dialogs on such platforms
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cannot be classified as peer-to-peer communications, but rather peer-to-community
communications. Trust and privacy in these media are rather targeted towards a selfconstructed community instead of individuals. Second, such indirect communication
methods combine both objectives of traditional writing: both writing as a knowledge
media, and writing as a communication media. In fact, what is happening at the current
time is that we, the new Internet generation, are assigning a completely new meaning
to communication. Today, communication through the World Wide Web does not only
mean a conversation between two peers, but also a textual life experience within a community. It also encapsulates the knowledge sharing phenomenon of traditional writing,
making everyday conversation a more elite and complex issue.

In this thesis, we address this amalgamation of communication and knowledge
dissemination. Throughout this text we will call this communication and information
sharing phenomenon the “Internet communication” and try to prove that every Internet
communication method shares some common properties. In order to prove our claim,
we will provide three works from various areas of computer science, each of which is
performed on different types of communication platforms.

Before presenting these varying works, we will first provide a background on the
differing communication platforms over a taxonomy of today’s communications. Then
we continue by establishing the common properties of different communication platforms, and present the connections of the works presented in this thesis with the acclaimed properties.
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Figure 1.1: A taxonomy of Web-based textual communication media.

1.2 Background
The number of proposals and presentations about Web-based textual Internet communications in the literature is so vast that it would be a futile attempt to list even the
mainstream publications. Instead we try to provide a classification of the textual Internet communications on the Web. Figure 1.1 provides a taxonomy of Web-based textual
communications media. In this taxonomy, we first categorize textual communications
media into two according to its target audience: peer-to-peer and indirect.

In peer-to-peer communications, each message/dialog is instantiated by a specific
user, and each user message/dialog is written to target a distinct recipient. Commonly,
the aim of peer-to-peer communications is to contact and converse with an acquaintance. This conversation can be on a real time basis similar to a face-to-face talk, or
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without any timely obligation like writing a letter. Thus, peer-to-peer communication
media can be further classified according to their temporal features as instant peer-topeer and asynchronous peer-to-peer communication media.

In instant peer-to-peer communications, users can involve in real time textual conversations over the Internet. The Microsoft Network (commonly known as MSN) (89),
Google Talk (Gtalk), Instant Messaging Computer Program (icq) (155), chatting
servers (8; 81; 82; 118), and multi user dungeons (MUD’s) are very well known examples of such communication platforms.

In asynchronous peer-to-peer communications, the intent of the user is to transmit
a message to another user. The most well known type of these communications media is emails (19; 22; 39; 40; 78; 130; 141; 144; 149) A large number of work has
been conducted on email messages and mailing platforms. Some of the streamline
topics of these research are focused on writing style analysis (149), author characterization (141), author attribution (39; 144), social network mining (19; 22; 78; 130), and
forensic studies (40).

In indirect textual communication platforms, users communicate through accessing/producing published data. In this sense, indirect Internet communications resemble
a knowledge sharing activity more than a communication activity. In indirect communication platforms, the accessible information could either be created by a user,
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or published automatically according to the needs of the users by means of a computerized system. Thus, indirect communications, by their very nature, are all asynchronous. In these platforms, the use of the communication media is to disseminate
information within a computer-mediated society, or as a contribution to a knowledge
base over the Internet. According to the audience of these communications we categorize indirect communications into two: peer-to-community directed and anonymous
communications media. Within these categories, indirect communications can further
be categorized with respect to the author of the data: human generated or automated
communication platforms.

The peer-to-community directed human-generated communication platforms are
generally social networking sites where people can rate their intimacy by declaring
each other as friends, foes, or acquaintances. A common characteristic of such platforms is that they allow their users to create communities, and disseminate information within these communities. The asset of ability to create social communities is
twofold. First it allows users to establish a trust with other information publishers
based on common interests, and thus allow users to only browse trusted information.
Second it facilitates two types of communication alternatives; either to communicate
with the trusted users in a private manner, or disseminate knowledge publicly. Twitter (66; 67; 115; 137), Facebook (43; 93; 150), Myspace (43; 139; 140), LinkedIn (90),
Club Nexus (3), and Slashdot Zoo (52; 85) are excellent examples of such platforms.

In user-directed automated communication media, through different statistical and
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machine learning methods, the user patterns are analyzed in order to extract userpreferential information. As an illustrative example, the MovieLens (132) platform
is a movie recommendation site, where the user ratings are gathered and analyzed in
order to find user movie preferences. In the light of the findings, the site make recommendations to each user about upcoming movies. Recommender systems (84) and
e-commerce (102; 112) sites are other examples of such communication platforms.

Anonymous human-generated communication platforms correspond to knowledge
bases over the Internet. These knowledge bases are usually created and maintained
by Internet users either as a community effort or individually. Various forums (2),
blogs (1; 17), and bulletin boards fall into this category. With the recent popularity of
such platforms, some professional, corporate funded versions of this media has also
emerged. Some examples of such efforts are Wikipedia (123; 161), Wiktionary (161),
Yahoo!Answers (90), Youtube (20; 51), and Internet Movie Database (IMDB) (68).

Unlike other platforms, the objective of anonymous automated systems is analyzing the already existing information base and facilitate user access instead of generating new information. The most commonly used example of anonymous automated
systems is Web search engines (53; 157). Web search engines provide a means to
”dig out” existing information without consulting to an expert or doing exhaustive
searches over the Internet. In order to provide sound responses to user queries, Web
search engines catalog the whole Internet knowledge base, rank this knowledge base
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according to each user query, and by using several analysis tools extract the most relevant results that would possibly satisfy the user requests. Other than Web search
engines, several more specialized cataloging services also fall into this category according to our taxonomy. Co-authorship sites such as DBLP (3; 16), LiveJournal (16),
and GoogleScholar (37) are examples of such specialized services.

1.3 Motivation
As Section 1.2 suggests, the versatility of Internet communication media is unparallel.
However, literature also suggests that all communication platforms, and the text within
such communications have common properties. These common properties vary from
community graph-based properties (i.e. the connectivity of the community, the degree
and radius of the communication graph), vocabulary-based properties (i.e. the variations of peer vocabularies and vocabulary distributions), to structural properties (i.e.
heavy use of misspelling and noise due to anonymity of the communities).
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In this work, we will concentrate on two of the most heavily used and exploitted
properties of the Internet communication media and try to provide practical evidence
that these properties hold no matter how versatile the communication structures are.
These properties are:

• Claim 1:All textual communications contain characteristic markers inherent to
its author and receiver.
• Claim 2:All textual Internet communications exhibit similar distributional properties. Here, as distributional properties, we refer to heavy tail distibutions exhibitted by both message logs and vocabularies of textual Internet communications.

In order to prove that these properties hold for all communication types, we provide
three practical works on differing areas of computer science using data from differing
communication media:

• AS the first problem, we examined whether it is possible to improve the performance of a query result cache for a search engine. To this end, we use the real
life query logs retrieved from a commercial search engine.
• In the second work, we analyzed an efficient framework for constructing inverted indexes in a distributed environment. We use a dataset composed of
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crawls seeded from the university sites in the USA in this work. The dataset
contains more than 7 millin Web Pages.
• In the third work, we analyzed the chat message and user attributes on a chat
message log. We use a peer-to-peer chat data retrieved from the logs of a university chat server. The data contains messages of over 1600 people during a 30
day period.

In this thesis, we have used three different datasets to verify our claims. In order
to cover the presented taxonomy as wide as possible, we choose two datasets from
Indirect anonymous automated Internet communication platforms and one dataset from
peer-to-peer instant communication platforms.

As the indirect anonymous automated communications data, we used the query
logs of a commercial search engine and a crawl dataset. The query log dataset is not
publicly available and we are not permitted to disclose data specifications in this thesis.
The crawl dataset is created by downloading the contents of html pages starting from
several university sites in the United States. The raw size of this dataset is 30 GB. As
the peer-to-peer instant communications data, we used the conversation logs of 1616
people using a local chat server which originates in Bilkent university, Turkey. The
dataset contains more than 200,000 chat messages between various peers.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

In chapter 2, we will provide a discussion about a machine learning approach for
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the query result caching using features extracted from the user queries submitted to
a commercial search engine. The problem of caching on a Web search engine can
be summarized as follows: A critical observation about Web search engines is that,
the query load of a Web search engine follows a heavy tail distribution. That is, a
small subset of queries are frequently submitted to the search engine, while most of
the distinct queries are submitted only once or no more than a couple of times. Given a
set of previously submitted queries and their results, by storing the frequent queries in
memory, it is possible to respond to a majority of future queries by using just memory
references.

The very nature of the caching problem requires that there should be some queries
that are more frequent than others. In fact, these frequent queries should be “common
enough” to compensate the computational costs. Thus, the work presented in Chapter 2 would provide an insight on claim 2. Additionally, in this work, we provide a
methodology to improve the hit rate of the cache by using features extracted from user
queries. In this sense, the presented work exploits the user query-based characteristics
in order to improve cache performance and thus verifies claim 1. In this chapter our
contributions are as follows:

• First, we apply a machine learning approach to the query result caching problem.
To this end, we attempt to predict the next arrival time of each query and use this
perdiction as a quality metric.
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• Second, in our machine learning approach, we used and evaluated an extensive
set of features and examine the importance values of different features in the
caching problem.
• Third, we identified several different class labels for our machine learning model
and evaluated their predictability and usefulness for the caching problem.
• Fourth, we conducted our experiments on a realistic search engine data. We also
discussed the results of the previous works, and evaluated their applicability on
realistic datasets.
• Fifth, we applied our approach to both static caching and dynamic caching and
evaluated its effectiveness.
• Sixth, during the analysis of static and dynamic caching, we present several accurate optimality conditions for both caching methods, and identified the possible
room for improvement.
• Last, we applied our findings on a state-of-the-art caching framework with both
static and dynamic components and present our results.

In Chapter 3, we provide a chat mining framework, where we question whether
several user and message attributes are predictable by using text based features of
instant messaging conversations. Some of the examined user and message attributes
are: the author of a message, the receiver of the message, the horoscope of the user,
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the educational level of a user and etc. We have used several term-based and writing
style-based features in order to prove the predictability of user and message attributes.
The results of this work would be used to verify claim 1. Our contributions in this
work are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, the presented work is the first attempt to analyze
online chat messages in the literature.
• We propose a chat mining framework to analyze online chat messages. Our
framework also includes methods for analyzing very short chat messages and
dealing with several data imbalance problems.
• We analyze both user-specific and message-specific attributes of chat messages
and their predictability.
• We used both term-based and writing style-based features to summarize and
examine the predictability of chat user and message-specific attributes.

In Chapter 4, we present a memory-based parallel inverted index framework. In a
nutshell, index inversion problem can also be formulated as a matrix transpose problem, where the transposed matrix would be a term-document matrix. In a parallel
formulation of the index inversion problem, the naive approach would be to transpose local term-document matrices, find a suitable storage setting and communicate
the local indexes among processors. In this work, upon careful examination of this
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model, we realized that the communication of all local vocabularies to a server machine would create a bottleneck and slow the communication considerably to a point
that naive approach would be inapplicable for real life systems. Thus, we exploit distributional properties of the term-document matrix and propose a bucketing strategy.
In this sense, the success of the proposed scheme hints to the correctness of claim 2.
In this chapter our contributions are:

• We propose an in-memory parallel inverted index construction scheme and compare the effects of different communication-memory organization schemes to the
parallel inversion time.
• We propose a method to avoid the communication costs associated with global
vocabulary construction which also eliminates the need of creating a global vocabulary completely.
• We investigate several assignment heuristics for improving the final storage balance, the final query processing loads, and the communication costs of inverted
index construction.
• We investigate the effects of various communication-memory organization
schemes.
• We test the performance of the proposed schemes by performing both simulations and actual parallel inversion of a realistic Web dataset and report our
observations.
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In Chapter 5, we first discuss each presented work in this thesis seperately, summarize their scientific contributions and comment on possible future directions of these
works. Next, we repeat our remarks on how we exploit our claims within these works
and conclude by explaining about how these works can be perceived as proof for our
claims in these thesis.

Chapter 2

A Machine Learning Approach for
Result Caching

2.1 Introduction
Today, Web search is the most dominating method for finding and accessing knowledge. As the volume of information on the Web grows larger, it becomes almost impossible to find relevant Web documents manually. Web search engines alleviate this
problem by providing their users an easy way to access any information over the Internet. However, considering the sheer volume of data on the Internet and the growing
number of Web users, responding to all user requests within a reasonable time interval
is not an easy task. In order to respond to user queries, a search engine must identify
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the relevant pages, rank them in relevance order and present the resulting set of pages.
All these operations should be carried out in a short amount of time before the Web
user loses interest to the result of his/her query. On the other hand, from the standpoint
of a Web user, the advances in networking and computational technologies are generating an even increasing demand for faster and more precise query results from the
Web search engines.

In order to meet these high access latency and throughput requirements of the Web
community, Web search engines employ several performance improvement techniques.
One of the most commonly used techniques for improving the search engine performance is caching. Caching is motivated by the repetition tendency of popular queries
and the resulting high temporal locality of the user queries. The idea of caching is
straightforward. By storing only a small portion of the most commonly accessed data
in memory, a search engine can respond to future references of user queries without
wasting too much computational and networking resources.

Aside from its immediate benefits, caching could also be an asset for a search
engine in multiple perspectives: First, by reducing the data to be transmitted to the
servers, it reduces the network load of the search engine. Second, it reduces user perceived delays by eliminating computation time that need to be spent on a query. Third,
by reducing the computational load on the server side, it enables higher throughput.
Last, it provides higher availability since cached data can also be used as a replica of
the original data regardless of availability constraints (32).
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Temporal locality in the caching problem for Web search engines manifests itself
in two forms: as recency and frequency. Recency describes the bursty behavior of
user queries. In that respect, a query that is submitted to a search engine is likely to
be submitted again within a very short time interval. As an illustrative example, this
behavior can be best explained by query submissions before the premiere of a new
sensational movie. It would be reasonable to expect that many people would search
about the movie or its’ cast right before it is shown in theaters. But after a couple of
weeks, the number of related queries start to decrease since most people have already
watched it. Frequency , describes the steady behavior of user queries. Some queries,
because of their general popularity, tend to be submitted more frequently than others.
For example, navigational queries directed to social network sites, shopping sites, and
Web search engines tend to cover a large proportion of the overall query load of a Web
search engine. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that such queries will be submitted
repetitively over long periods of time.

Although recency and frequency of user queries are major underlying features for
the caching problem, none of these two features have superiority over the other in terms
of caching. Past works (45) on caching show that, a combination of both works best
as a state-of-the-art caching strategy in Web caching. It is also stated in literature (13;
50; 87) that Web search queries can be mined to extract several features that are not
directly related to temporal locality, but can still improve the effectiveness of caching.
As an illustrative example, it is reasonable to assume that short queries have a higher
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probability of reoccurring than longer queries. For the sake of this example, a good
cache replacement policy should also take query length into account. In that sense, for
an effective caching strategy, not only recency and frequency, but other features should
be incorporated into one policy.

In this chapter, we propose a machine learning approach to find a “good” caching
policy which incorporates several different aspects of query result caching. Our main
objective is to find a method for incorporating both recency and frequency, as well
as several other valuable features, into a caching policy. To this end, we first define
each query as a set of representative features extracted from the user queries. In our
approach, instead of a recency- or frequency-sorted cache, we use a machine learning
cache, where we try to predict the next re-occurrence (next arrival time or IAT-Next)
of each user query and use this information as the cache replacement policy. In that
respect, the work presented in this chapter is the first attempt in literature to use a
machine learning approach as a cache replacement policy. Recency and frequency,
as two major caching policies, are also incorporated into our approach as a set of
representative features.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: In Section 2.2, the previous work
on caching is presented, focusing mainly on the query result caching. In section 2.3,
the machine learning approach in this work is presented. Specifically, the features and
class labels that are used in this work are presented. In section 2.4, the dataset and
experimental setup are explained.
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In Section 2.5 and 2.6, we look at the two extreme cases for result caching: First,
in Section 2.5 we analyze the effectiveness of result caching when the cache is fully
static. Then in Section 2.6, we evaluate the other extreme, when the cache is fully
dynamic. In these two Sections, different static and dynamic result caching methods
and optimality conditions of both approaches are analyzed, and application of the proposed machine learning approach to both cases are examined along with experimental
results. In Section 2.7, we combine static and dynamic caching approaches into one.
We take the state-of-the-art static-dynamic cache (SDC) (45) as a baseline method,
and apply our machine learning strategy on SDC. We present an extended discussion
on the result caching problem and the results of our experiments in Section 2.8.

2.2 Related Work
For search engines caching can be employed on different data items such as the posting
lists, precomputed scores, query results, and documents (111). The literature mainly
concentrate on two of these data items: storing the posting lists and storing the query
results. Apart from these works, several hybrid models are also proposed in literature.
In (111), the authors propose a five-level caching architecture for different data items
and propose methods to adress dependencies between the cached data items. In (12),
the problem of storing posting lists, query results, and the list intersections are examined on a static cache setting. The work of (95) and (129) concentrate on the similar
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problem on a dynamic setting. In another work (99), the similar problem is examined
on a parallel architecture. In (134), the authors concentrate on pruning posting lists
and storing these pruned lists to conserve cache space.

The posting list caching (12; 14; 143; 162) corresponds to storing the inverted lists
of query terms in memory. The aim of posting list caching is to avoid disk accesses and
computations required to calculate the relevant query results. Since posting list sizes
follow a Zipfian (164) distribution for the Web data, it is possible to answer a large
number of queries by just storing a limited number of posting lists (12). However,
even when all the posting lists required to answer a query are stored in memory, these
posting lists may need to be combined to achieve final results, which would still require
additional computational power. Thus, even though high hit rates are easily possible
for posting list caching, the computational gain would be limited.

Query result caching (5; 6; 13; 45; 87; 88; 98; 101; 110; 133) corresponds to
storing the answers of a particular query in memory. The aim of query result caching
is to exploit temporal locality of popular queries and respond to later queries by using
pre-computed answers. Since a query result cache hit requires an exact matching of
the incoming query and the query that is in the cache, the hit rate of a query result
cache is lower than that of a posting list cache. However, when a hit occurs, the results
can be directly answered by the result cache, and thus no additional computation is
required. In this work, we focus on caching the query results. Thus, in this section, we
will concentrate on the proposals about query result caching in literature.
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The methods for improving the efficiency of query result caching in literature
can be categorized into four classes according to policy decisions employed during
caching: admission, eviction, prefetching, and refreshing. Admission (13) relates to
giving a decision about whether to cache a query or not, based on a quality metric. The
main purpose of admission is to identify queries that would pollute the cache and act
as if those queries were never submitted. Eviction (6; 12; 15; 45; 50; 98) corresponds
to selecting queries that are least likely to get a hit in the near future in order to provide
space for admitting newer query submissions. As a baseline eviction policy, recency
feature (evicting the least recently used query (LRU) ) is widely adopted in literature.

Usually in most search engines, a query returns top 10 most relevant results to
the user. The search engine-generated response page containing the links to these
relevant pages is often referred to as a result page. For a search engine, sometimes it
could be more beneficial to admit more than only one result page to the result cache.
Prefetching (45; 87; 88; 100; 101) policies are used to decide how many of the result
pages would be most beneficial to store in the result cache while admitting a query to
the cache. This way, if a user requests the results of more than one page, the results
would be returned without any extra cost. The main drawback of prefetching is that
selecting an optimistic policy would pollute the cache with results that would never be
required which would waste cache space.

Refreshing (24; 25; 31; 125; 126) aims to improve the hit rate of the result cache
by improving the freshness of the already existing results stored in cache. The main
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motivation behind refreshing is that the contents of the cache might get older in time
and would not be able to serve as adequate answers to user queries. A refreshing policy
decides which query results should be re-fetched from the Web so that the freshness
of the cache contents are preserved and that, the Web search engine does not provide
users outdated information.

In this work, our aim is to find a caching policy by employing machine learning
methods to the query log, so that the hit rate of the query result cache is improved.
To this end, we use a static-dynamic cache assumption. In this method, the cache is
divided into two segments; a static segment and a dynamic segment. For the static
segment, we use our machine learning approach to find a quality metric among user
queries, and use that metric to fetch the most beneficial set of queries to fill the static
cache. For the dynamic segment, we use our machine learning approach as an eviction
policy, to find the least beneficial query within the dynamic cache and to evict that
query in order to provide cache space for more recent, and possibly more beneficial
submissions.

Our proposed method is motivated by several works in the literature. Throughout
this work, we also adopted some of the past proposals, use them as baseline for comparison, and evaluated their performances on a real life setting. We also feel that, some
of these works should be mentioned due to the parallelism in their approaches to the
caching problem.
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The work of (98) examines the query result caching for the first time in the literature. In (98), the author evaluates the effectiveness of result caching with four recency
based eviction policies. The author also emphasizes the importance of frequency for
caching, and for the first time in literature, proposes a static caching scheme. According to his proposed scheme, a static cache is composed queries with the highest
frequency in the training set.

In (45), the authors, proposed the partitioning of the result cache into two segments:
a static segment and a dynamic segment. In their proposed model (SDC), the static
cache is filled with the most frequent queries using a query log while the dynamic
cache uses a LRU-based eviction policy. In essence, the static cache responds popular
(frequently submitted) queries while a small LRU-based dynamic component is used
to respond to bursty query behavior. Today, most of the works in the literature accept
SDC as a state-of-the-art caching policy and use it as a second baseline method along
with LRU.

For result caching in search engines, in literature, there are several proposals that
emphasize using feature-based approaches to exploit different characteristics of the
user queries. In (13), the authors present a feature-based admission method for query
result caching. In their proposed method, cache is divided into two parts: an admission
cache and a controlled cache. Using the query length feature the proposed policy
decides whether to admit the query into the admission cache or not. Remaining queries
are admitted into the controlled cache, which is using the LRU policy.
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In (110), the authors present another feature-based approach to improve hit rate
of the static cache. In their approach, they define a stability metric, where stability is
defined as the standard deviation of query frequency within discretized time intervals.
In this method, a low standard deviation means that query is more likely to be received
again than other queries with higher deviations. Instead of admitting most frequent
queries into the static cache, they filled the cache with most “stable” queries.

Another feature-based result caching architecture is presented in (50). In their
work, the authors present a fully dynamic feature-based result cache eviction scheme.
Using several query-based features, the authors classify each incoming query into
“query buckets”, where each query bucket is essentially a LRU cache segment. Then
they prioritize these buckets with respect to their relative hit rates and evict queries in
from the bucket with the least hit rate. In that respect, the hit rate of a bucket can be
considered as a quality metric for that bucket.

Machine learning methods are also used in result caches in the literature. In a recent article, (126) applied machine learning methods on query result caching. In their
work, th authors propose a machine learned cache invalidation technique is proposedfor determining whether a query result/posting list is fresh or stale. In their approach,
the authors train a machine learning model in order to predict time-to-leave (TTL)
values for each query occurence. To this end, they use several query log features for
training their machine learning model. In the sense that their proposed machine learning approach is applied to each query occurence in the query log, their approach is
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similar to our proposed mechine learning method in this work.

As a feature-based result caching policy, our proposed machine learning cache
has several differences from the previous works in the literature. First, we use several query-, frequency-, recency-, term-, and user-based features in order to learn a
policy from the past query logs. In that respect, our proposed model not only incorporates query recency and frequency, but also exploits other characteristic markers of
user queries. Second, our model enables a more flexible approach for caching, where
the caching policy can be re-trained over time in order to reflect the changes in user
and query bevavior. Third, it allows us to analyze the impact of different features on
caching.

2.3 Machine Learning Approach for Result Caching
In this work, our aim is to find a “good quality metric” for user queries, which would
encapsulate query recency, query frequency, and several other query characteristics.
For this purpose, we model the query quality metric as the next arrival time (IAT-Next)
of a query. In order to predict the IAT-Next of the queries, we model the result caching
problem as a single-label regression problem, where next arrival time is the predicted
class label. We experimented with several variants of IAT-Next using different machine
learning tools and algorithms. In this section, we first describe the features used as
variables in our machine learning approach, then we describe the class labels used in
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our experiments.

2.3.1 Features

In this work, we used 30 different features extracted from a realistic query log. For a
clear presentation, we classify these features into six categories. These categories are:
query string-based, user-based, search engine related, term frequency-based, query
frequency-based, and temporal features. Table 2.1 summarizes the features used in
this work and their categories.

Query string-based features describe the structural properties of a query. We find
query string-based features particularly important in this work, because in the literature, there were several works that use such features for improving cache performance (13; 50). These features are also quite popular in the caching research since
these features are static. That is, they do not need re-processing since queries do not
change feature values at every occurence. We use five such features. Query Length
is the query size in characters and Word Count is the number of terms in a query.
Is URL Present is a binary feature, which takes value 1 if the query string contains
the sub-string “HTTP” or “FTP”, and 0 otherwise. Is Domain Present is another binary feature that gets the value 1 if the query contains any of the top-level domain
names (94), and 0 otherwise. Average Query Term Length is the query length divided
by word count of a query.
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User-based features describe general user behavior during the submission of the
query. We use four user-based features. Is User Logged feature is the average number of users that are logged into their user accounts divided by the query frequency.
Page Number describes which page of the query result is requested/displayed by the
user. Page Number is a particularly interesting feature for our work since it encapsulates the essence of prefetching. Although beyond the scope of the work presented
here, it is also possible to integrate prefetching in our proposed machine learning cache
using the Page Number feature. Click Count is the average number of clicks users issue after getting the result of their query. We include this feature in our work, since
it is closely related with the accuracy of the query responses of the search engine.
First Link Click Count is a subset of the Click Count feature. It is defined as the average number of first link clicks issued per occurrence of a query. We expect that both
accuracy and the popularity of a query could be exploited using both Click Count and
First Link Click Count features.

Search engine related features describe attributes that are not directly visible
to the user, but could still contain hints about the popularity of a query.

To-

tal Number Of Hits is the average number of relevant result pages that is returned
by the search engine to the user query. Note that, the number of hits is not a static
feature since it is possible that the relevant pages may expand due to posting of
new pages during testing or some servers may contain partial or outdated information. Rarest Query Term Index Size, Most Common Query Term Index Size, and
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Average Query Term Index Size are the minimum, maximum, and average posting
list sizes of the query terms respectively.

The term frequency-based features describe the frequency related aspects of the
query log. These features relate to the general popularity of queries and may infer
the submission rate for each query over time. In order to incorporate frequency to
our approach, as well as to detect possible variances in query frequency, we use a
windowing mechanism. In our approach, we calculate the term frequencies of each
query using its last one minute, one hour, and one day occurences in the query log.

Similar to recency, query frequency is another valuable feature for caching in the
literature. In order to incorporate query frequency in our machine learning approach,
we define four query frequency-based features. Like term frequency-based features,
we use a similar windowing method. We define four time frames and calculate query
frequencies within these time frames. These time frames are: query frequencies for
the last minute, last hour, and the overall query log.

Temporal features describe the behavior related with submission time of a query.
We define three different features for this purpose. Query Submission Hour is discretization of query time in hours in Greenwich timezone. Query Day Count is the
average number of times a query is submitted during day time, where day time is defined as the interval between 7.00 AM to 19.00 PM. Query Time Compatibility is a
binary classification for Query Day Count feature. After Query Day Count of a query
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is calculated from the query log, queries are classified into three groups: day queries,
night queries, and without timezone. If a query is submitted at night time more than
80% of the time in the observed portion of the query log, then it is considered as a
night query. Similarly, if a query is submitted at day time more than 80% of the time
in observed portion of the query log, it is considered as a day query. A query that is
submitted at a time inconsistent to its timezone is counted as incompatible and given
value 0, and in the latter case 1.

2.3.2 Class Labels

In this work, for predicting the next arrival time of the queries we used a two classifierapproach. First, we trained a singleton classifier in order to predict the singleton
queries. Then, we train a second classifier with a training set where all singleton
queries are removed and try to find a regression for the next arrival time (IAT-Next) of
the remaining queries.

The rationale behind using a two-classifier approach is as follows: Since Web query
logs follow a power law distribution (164), most of the distinct queries occur only once.
However, singleton queries do not have inter-arrival times since they appear only once
in the dataset, which makes such queries “uninformative” with regard to IAT-Next. Our
experiments also showed that using singleton queries in the training set for predicting
next arrival time of queries cause poorly predicted regression results.
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In our approach, the first classifier maps each test instance to the interval (0,1) by
fitting a regression model, where class label 0 in the training set means that the query is
a singleton and class label 1 in the training set means otherwise. The results of the first
classifier gives an estimate for each test query being a singleton or not. Throughout
this work, we will refer to this classifier as “the singleton classifier”.

The second classifier takes only the non-singleton queries in the query log for fitting
a second regression model, where class label represents the estimated IAT-Next of a
query. Throughout this work, we will refer to this second classifier as “the IAT-Next
regressor”. The class labels in the training set is constructed using the next arrival times
of the queries within the training set. For the test set, the same label is the objective to
be predicted by the machine learning methods. In our approach, this prediction would
be used as the quality metric of a query during eviction; it would be most beneficial to
evict queries that are expected to come later than others, since they are the expectation
we infer from the predictions of the machine learning methods is that such queries will
reside in the cache longest without producing any hits. Note that, in our approach,
predicting queries as singleton or non-singleton is a subset of the latter problem in
regard to the information to be predicted, since both classifiers compute a regression
of the re-occurence time for each query. However, since the IAT-Next regressor make
the predictions of IAT-Next for singleton queries in an almost-arbitrary fashion without
any prior knowledge of singleton queries, in terms of instance size, singleton prediction
is a superset of the latter problem.
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In order to combine the results of these two classifiers we used two approaches. In
the first approach, we used the singleton classifier as an admission policy. According
to this admission policy, the queries that are predicted as singletons are eliminated
directly before cache admission, while the result cache is ordered according to the
next arrival time predictions. In the second approach, the predictions of the singleton
classifier are used as support values for the regression model. That is, the results of
both classifiers are multiplied in order to obtain the quality metric for each query. In
this sense, the latter approach is an eviction policy for the query result cache. Our
experimental results show that, using singleton query prediction as a support value
perform consistently better than using it as an admission policy. For this reason, in
the forthcoming discussions we will only refer to the second approach as our caching
strategy.

For each of these classifiers, we experimented with four different class labels: The
number of queries between two appearances, logarithm of the number of queries between two appearances, time in seconds between two appearances, and logarithm of
time in seconds between two appearances of a query. Our experimental evaluations
showed that all of these class labels perform almost equally in predicting the next
arrival time of queries. However, experiments using the number of queries between
two appearances as class label perform slightly better than other class labels. For the
purpose of clarity, we will present the results of only this feature in the upcoming
discussions.
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2.4 Data and Setup
In order to examine the effectiveness of the proposed machine learning approach, we
conducted extensive experiments on a realistic dataset constructed using query logs of
a commercial search engine. Furthermore, as machine learning algorithms, we used
several classifiers for training our result caching policy. In this section, we first introduce the query log and discuss the experimental setup that we have used during
our experiments. Then, we present the classifiers that we have experimented with and
discuss our criterion while selecting these classifiers.

2.4.1 Query Log and Experimental Setup

In order to verify our claims, we conduct our experiment on a query log constructed using submissions to a commercial search engine during 2011. For our experiments, we
applied several preprocessing operations on the query strings. The punctuation marks
in the queries are cleared, and query strings are normalized by converting all characters into lowercase. All query terms are rearranged in alphabetical order in order to
eliminate dissimilarity as a result of term positions. Finally, spell correction is applied
to the dataset.

In order to test our result caching approach and conduct our experiments, we divide the dataset into five phases. These phases are called training-warmup, training,
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Figure 2.1: The division of the dataset in our experimental setting.
cooldown, warmup, and test phases. Figure 2.1 summarizes this separation on the
query log. For a balanced partitioning of data among these phases while preserving
the practicality of our approach for deployment on a real search engine, the dataset is
divided as follows: The first day of the query log is used for warming up the query result cache for training, the next 6 days are used for training a machine learning model.
The 8th day of the query log is used as the cooldown phase. The cooldown phase can
be considered as the dual of the warmup phase. It provides the machine learning model
a “future knowledge” so that the model can reflect to the fact that the data stream is
infinite and the queries at the end of the training log may appear again in the future.
The 9th day of the query log is used as warmup for testing and the last day of the query
log is used as the test phase. In a practical deployment strategy, the aim of this division
is to use an already existing query log for training a caching policy every day, and at
the end of the day prepare a new caching policy for the forthcoming days in a pipelined
fashion.

As noted earlier in Table 2.1, several features used in this work are defined over a
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time frame such as term and query frequency-based features. Using the queries from
the first day of the query log may lead to inconsistencies for such time-windowed
features. The purpose of the training-warmup phase is to allow stabilization of these
features. Queries within the training-warmup phase are skipped from the dataset for
training purposes.

The queries in the training phase are used for generating the machine learned eviction policy. Each query in the training phase is labeled with its future interarrival time
(IAT-Next), and we fit our regression model on these queries.

One important problem while generating a regression model in the training phase
is that, the very last occurrence of every query in the training set would unavoidably
marked with infinite next arrival timestamp due to the fact that the training set is finite
and those queries would not be expected anymore. However, in a practical case, it is
highly likely that many such queries would appear again in the future. The purpose
of the cooldown phase is to provide the queries in the training phase a “finite future
knowledge”. This way, the last occurrences of queries in the training phase would be
labeled reflecting their future behaviors.

The last two days of the query log is used as warmup phase and test phase respectively. For both phases, we use our fitted regression models in order to find a
likelihood of future occurrences, and sort the result cache using these likelihood values. The queries in the warmup phase are first used for filling the cache in order to
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prevent cold-start. Then queries in the test phase are used to evaluate the effectiveness
of our algorithms.

2.4.2 Setup - Classifiers

We have used several machine learning tools such as Weka (57), Orange (41), Liblinear (46), and GBDT (159) to fit a regression model to our training data. We analyzed
the results of several machine learning algorithms such as multilayer perceptron, pace
regression, support vector machines, k-nearest neighbours algorithm, logistic regression, and gradient boosted decision trees in order to find the most suitable algorithm
for our problem.

Our experiments showed that algorithms provided by both Weka and Orange are
not suitable for evaluating large scale data due to their poor running time performances.
In terms of efficiency, GBDT performed consistently better than Liblinear in all experiments. Thus, we choose gradient boosted decision trees algorithm provided by GBDT
for training our proposed result cache eviction policy.

Gradient boosted decision trees (49) (GBDT) is one of the most widely used learning algorithms in machine learning today. Two appealing factors its popularity are that
first, the results produced by GBDT are simple and interpretable; second, the models
created by decision tree-based methods are non-parametric and non-linear. GBDT is
a machine learning method based on on decision trees. It builds a regression model in
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stages, by computing a sequence of simple decision trees where, each successive tree
is built for refinement of the results of the preceding tree. In GBDT, decision trees are
generally binary trees, where each tree is composed of decision nodes. The learning
method is to find the most discriminative criteria for the data, use this criteria as a
decision node, and recursively partition the data at each node of the tree.

For our experiments, we have used a version of GBDT based on the implementation
of (159) which is currently deployed in some commercial search engines. After evaluating the effectiveness of GBDT with different number of decision trees and different
number of nodes in each decision tree, both in terms of running time and regression
accuracy, we set the maximum number of trees as 40 and the number of nodes in each
tree as 20 in our experiments.

2.5 Static Caching
In this section, we analyze the effects of static caching for the result caching problem.
First, we present several static caching methods already presented in the literature.
Then, we propose two new methods for selecting which queries to admit into the static
cache: A recency-frequency based approach and a machine learning based approach.
Additionally, in order to better evaluate the room for improvement in static caching,
we provide two new, and tighter, bounds for the optimality conditions of static caching.
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2.5.1 Techniques

In the static cache assumption, the result cache should be filled prior to deployment
of the cache. The basic strategy is to use a quality metric to evaluate/predict which
queries would be more likely to come more frequent than others and construct the
static cache using these queries. In this work, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of
our proposed strategies we have implemented 5 different query selection strategies. In
order to evaluate the room for improvement in static caching we also propose two new
optimality conditions. These query selection strategies are:

Recency Sorted: Recency is the underlying metric for least recently used (LRU)
caching strategy. The LRU heuristic assumes that queries not submitted recently will
have a lower probability of getting submitted in the near future. LRU is considered as
a baseline method in most previous caching literature.

Frequency Sorted: Frequency is the underlying metric for least frequently used
(LFU) caching strategy. The LFU heuristic is closely related with temporal locality
and is based on the assumption that the most frequent queries in the query log are also
likely to exhibit a similar behavior in the future. That is, they are more likely to be
submitted in the future.

Query Deviation Sorted: This strategy is based on the work presented in (110).
In this work, the authors emphasize the fact that frequency-based strategies have the
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disadvantage of under-valuing the bursty behavior in query traffic and propose a frequency stability metric. In this strategy, queries that are submitted in a more steady
fashion are better candidates for the static cache.

In query deviation sorted caching strategy, in order to evaluate the stability of a
query, first the query log is divided into constant length time frames. Then, the query
submissions within each time frame is considered as a unit and submission variation
between frames is calculated for each query. Queries having the least variation is
considered as the best candidates for admission to the static cache. In our experiments,
we selected a time frame of 1 day for evaluating the effectiveness of this strategy.

Recency + Frequency Sorted: During our evaluations we observe that, the strategy proposed in (110) suffers from the fact that it is possible to over-value queries that
are observed infrequently but have very stable behavior. In this strategy, we adopted
the proposed strategy and make several adjustments.

First, similar to (110), we divide the query log into unit time frames. We use a
time frame size of 1 day for our experiments. Second, we normalize the frequencies of
each query for each time frame using the total number of queries submitted during that
time frame. Our motivation is that, since the total number of submissions within each
time frame is not constant, a normalized query frequency would serve better for the
stability of a query. Third, instead of using stability feature, we used query expected
frequency as the admission metric. In our strategy, query expected frequency is equal
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to the average normalized frequency of a query for one time frame. Finally, we make
an attempt to combine the recency feature into our new strategy. To this end, we use
an aging function during the calculation of query expected frequency. According to
our strategy, the query frequency within a newer time frame has more effect than the
query frequency within an old time frame. For example, a query that is more frequent
recently but less frequent in the past is more valuable than a query that is less frequent
recently but more frequent in the past.

Oracle - Test + Train: In order to propose a tighter optimal bound for the static
caching problem we used the Belady’s algorithm. According to Belady’s algorithm,
if, hypothetically, we have known all future occurrences of each query, we could have
decided which queries to keep in the cache in the best possible way. That is, given a
finite-sized cache, we could select the best set of queries to keep in the static cache.
To this end, we calculated the query frequencies within the test set and pick the most
frequent queries to use in the static cache.

Oracle - Train Only: Although the above strategy is optimal, it requires us to
“clairvoyantly guess” the queries that have never occurred in the train set. In this
strategy, we only picked the most frequent queries in the test set, only if they also
occur in the training set.

Machine Learned: In this strategy, we used our proposed machine learning approach to the training set. We first fitted a regression model to all queries, where the
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regression model predicts the next arrival time of the queries. According to this model,
queries with smaller next arrival times are likely to come earlier than others during
the test phase. Using these regression values, we calculated the estimated test phasefrequencies of each query and use this value as admission metric for the static cache.

2.5.2 Results
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Figure 2.2: Performance of different static caching strategies for a fully static cache.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of different static caching strategies, we perform several experiments. We use the hit rate of each algorithm as the performance
metric. We have done experiments with each strategy on varying cache capacities. In
our experiments, we selected the cache capacity as a function of the number of distinct
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queries in the test set and used 1%, 2%, 4%, 8% and 16% of the test set as cache capacities. Figure 2.2 summarizes the performances of different static caching strategies
on various cache capacities.

For the fully static caching problem, both LRU and LFU strategies perform almost
equally well, where LRU perform better for the cache capacities up to 8% and LFU perform better with the 16% cache capacity. Reminding that recency feature is more suited
for detecting bursts in query appearance, these results can be best explained by the fact
that when the cache capacity is limited, increasing popularity of some queries overwhelm the frequency order. That is, keeping new queries instead of frequent queries
have merits for a more effective caching. However, when the cache capacity is large
enough, frequency feature start to acknowledge the popularity of such new queries
and start performing similarly. And when the cache capacity is large enough recency
feature start to degrade with respect to frequency due to cache pollution caused by
singleton queries.

Among all policies, the query stability policy perform poorest for small cache sizes.
This is due to the fact that several less frequent queries have significantly better stability
values than some popular queries, polluting the static cache. However, when the cache
size is large enough stability perform better than both LRU and LFU policies, since
even with cache pollution there is enough cache space to accommodate the queries
which are both stable and popular at the same time. The results of this experiment
also show that, the real life search engine data and the observed query behavior in the
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search engine data is quite different and much more robust than other datasets, and
methods proposed over such data are not directly applicable to real life problems.

In general, our proposed recency + frequency policy perform very poorly. This is
due to the fact that, even with normalization, the underlying feature of our method is a
combination of query stability and query frequency and both methods perform poorly
for small cache sizes. We also argue that combining recency and frequency into one
policy is not a trivial task that require a more complex relation than query aging.

Among all methods, our proposed machine learning strategy perform consistently
best for static caching. For small cache sizes the performance of the machine learned
static cache is almost similar to other methods. However, as the cache capacity grows
larger the improvement due to machine learned caching strategy become even more
apparent. We can come up to two conclusions according to these results: First, machine learning is a viable way for combining both query recency and frequency into
one strategy. Second, in addition to recency and frequency there may be other global
characteristics of user queries that can be mined to facilitate caching.

Table 2.2 shows the 10 most discriminating features of the machine learning approach for static caching. Two of the top 3 most discriminating features is variants of
query frequency which validates the importance of the frequency feature in caching.
The Query Time Compatibility feature shows that our machine learning approach also
identifies the fact that some queries are more susceptible to submission during certain
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periods of time within a day. word count, page number, query length, and inverted
index sizes of user queries are also identified as several other query characteristics that
may be closely related to the popularity of a user query.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of machine learned static caching strategy versus Oracle static
caching strategies and baseline frequency-based strategy.

Figure 2.3 compares the baseline algorithm LFU and the machine learned caching
policy with two Oracle algorithms. Although the results seem that, our proposed machine learned caching policy improve the hit rate of the static cache only by 0.66%, the
comparison with the optimal methods show that this constitute a significant improvement of 10% within the room of possible improvement. The comparison of the two
oracles also hints the difficulty of the caching problem. There is almost 8% difference
in hit rate when the queries that only appear in the test set is included in the static
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cache. These queries require a “completely clairvoyant” method to be added to the
static cache, which is for all practical purposes, impossible. This also hints the robustness of the user behavior and shows it may be possible that the room for improvement
might be even tighter than what is presented here.

2.6 Dynamic Caching
In this section, we evaluate the dynamic result caching problem. For this purpose, we
take the other extreme case, where the result cache is composed of only the dynamic
part. In order to evaluate the room for improvement in the dynamic caching problem,
we present Belady’s algorithm as an optimal method of dynamic caching. We then
present our proposed machine learning approach for the dynamic caching problem and
validate its effectiveness.

2.6.1 Techniques

The dynamic caching problem is quite different than static caching. While in static
caching it is not possible to exchange queries that are in the cache, dynamic caching
allows us to evict queries from the cache in exchange for some other query that would
be more beneficial for the time being. In that sense, dynamic caching is more flexible
than static caching. In literature (45), the results with the hybrid models show that static
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caching is more effective for detecting steady behavior (i.e. frequency) of user queries
while dynamic caching is used for elevating the effectiveness of a caching policy by
detecting bursty behavior (i.e recency) in user queries.

In order to evaluate the effects of dynamic caching, we conduct experiments on
a fully dynamic cache with several caching policies. As a baseline dynamic caching
policy we used the LRU caching policy. We also present the results of Belady’s algorithm as an optimal dynamic caching policy. Finally, we applied our proposed machine
learning approach to dynamic caching and evaluate the results. The algorithms we have
used can be summarized as:

Least Recently Used (LRU): This is the underlying caching policy for recency.
LRU attempts to fill the cache with the most recent queries.

Belady’s Algorithm: The best possible strategy for a cache with finite size would
be to always keep the queries that would be referenced last in the future. This optimal
caching strategy is referred to as the clairvoyant algorithm or the Belady’s algorithm.
The impracticality of implementing such a caching strategy in an online framework
comes from the fact that it is not possible to know future queries during execution.
For representing the room for improvement in the caching problem, we implemented
the Belady’s algorithm as a method that “knows” the future query references during
warmup and test phases.

Machine Learned: In this strategy, we again used our proposed machine learning
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approach to the training set. Similar to the machine learned static caching strategy,
we first fitted two regression models to all queries, where the first model gives an
estimate whether a query is singleton or not and the second model gives an estimation
of query’s IAT-Next. We then use the multiplication of both regressions and calculate a
query quality metric. For dynamic result caching, we keep the queries with the highest
quality values in the cache, evicting queries with lower quality values.

During our experiments, we have made an important observation concerning the
performance of the machine learned dynamic result cache. When the regression model
is used to decide which queries to keep in the dynamic cache, the predicted singleton
queries, the singleton queries that are predicted as popular, could pollute the cache
and degrade the performance of the result cache severely. The reason of this behavior
is that such singleton queries may rank better than some frequent queries, effectively
preventing them from getting admitted in the long run.

In order to prevent pollution of the cache due to misclassifications, we propose a
segmentation method that merges and honors the LRU policy. According to our segmentation method, we partition the query result cache into a fixed number of segments.
After each time we process a fixed number of queries, we start a fresh cache partition
that we call a “segment”, in order to write the incoming queries. In our method, the old
segment become stale since the proposed method quits writing into the old segment.
The queries that take hits within the old segment/s are also removed from their respective segments and admitted into the new segment. Additionally, whenever a query
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needs to be evicted from the result cache, the eviction decision is performed only on
the queries that are in the oldest segment. Note that all segments are governed by the
same machine learned policy, and the only difference is that by honoring LRU more,
it is possible to evict old, polluting queries from the cache without any other means of
interference.

2.6.2 Results

We conduct experiments on a dynamic cache using different cache capacities and segment sizes. These experiments have three motivations. First, we evaluate the effects of
varying segment size on the machine learned cache performance. Second, we analyze
whether there is a “most suitable” segment size for different cache capacities. Third,
we evaluate whether it is possible to find the best segment size for the machine learned
cache prior to testing. That is, whether the best segment size found by solely using the
training data would perform equally well while testing the performance of the cache
or not.

Figure 2.4 shows the performance of the machine learned cache with different
cache capacities and segment sizes. The main purpose of this experiment is to find
the best segment size for each cache capacity. Thus, the machine learning model used
in these experiments is tested the training data to find the most effective segment size
prior to testing..
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Figure 2.4: Effect of segment size on hit rate. Machine learned dynamic caching policy
with varying segment sizes.
For all cases, when the segment size is 1 query, the machine learned caching
method performs exactly like LRU policy. This is because, eviction decisions are
given over the oldest segment, and due to the order of segments, our approach exhibit
a recency-sorted behavior. For the 1% cache capacity, increasing the segment size
up to 30,000 queries also increases the hit rate of the caching policy. However, with
larger segment sizes, the performance of the algorithm continuously drop down, eventually to 2.7% when using only 1 segment. This is due to the fact that, small segment
sizes respect LRU policy more while larger segment sizes respect the machine learned
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of machine learned caching policy, baseline policy LRU, and
Belady’s algorithm.
approach more. Increasing the segment size in a small scale benefit the caching policy, since using the machine learning approach enables the policy to give more correct
caching decisions. However, further increasing the segment size leads to cache pollution due to misclassification of singleton queries. When the cache capacity is very
small, the effects of this cache pollution is much more apparent. Both for cache capacities 1% and 2of the result cache drops down significantly with increasing segment
size. However, with larger segment sizes the performance degradation due to cache
pollution is almost negligible.

Next, we conducted experiments to compare the effectiveness of the machine
learned dynamic caching policy with the optimal caching algorithm and the baseline
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LRU. Figure 2.5 shows the results of these experiments. We use the best segment sizes
for each cache capacity by using the results from the experiment above. The results
show that our proposed machine learned approach performed consistently better than
the baseline LRU policy for all cache capacities. For 16% cache capacity, the machine
learned caching policy improves LRU by 0.65% which constitutes 7.4% of the possible
room for improvement.

Table 2.3 shows the 10 most discriminating features selected by GBDT for singleton prediction model and next arrival time regression model, respectively. In the table, columns 1–3 denote the most discriminating features for singleton prediction, and
columns 4–6 denote the most discriminating features for next arrival time prediction.
It is notable that, frequency of a query is selected as the most important indicator of
the singleton prediction, while features that hint more on popularity of a query, such as
Query Time Compatibility and Top1 CLICK are selected as best indicators for IATNext regression. Another notable feature within these results are that Page Number
being important in singleton prediction while not rated highly for IAT-Next regression.

2.7 Static-Dynamic Caching
In this section, we use the insights we have gathered from our experiments with the two
extreme cases in query result caching, the fully static and fully dynamic caching, and
combine these two methods in a sensible manner. As a baseline method we selected the
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state-of-the-art SDC and apply our machine learning approach on SDC. To this end,
we will first explain the different techniques that we used for evaluating the machine
learning approach, and next we present experimental results.

2.7.1 Techniques

For evaluating the effectiveness of the machine learning approach for query result
caching we implemented several policies. As a baseline method, we implemented the
static-dynamic cache (SDC) strategy. We also perform experiments with two different caching policies and propose three optimality bounds for the static-dynamic result
caching. The caching policies we evaluated are:

Static-Dynamic Cache (SDC): According to SDC (45), the result cache is divided
into 2 segments. A static segment and a dynamic segment. The static segment is created using the most frequent queries in the dataset and the dynamic segment uses a
LRU eviction policy. For SDC, the best ratio of this division is found through experimentation and may vary for different datasets depending on the query submission
characteristics. For our dataset, our experiments yield the best results when we set the
static segment size as 70% of the total result cache.

Belady’s Algorithm: The optimal algorithm used in this caching policy is the
same as the policy explained in section 2.6.
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SDC - Dynamic Oracle: This policy is based on the SDC strategy, where Belady’s algorithm is used for admission and eviction decisions on the dynamic part. The
static part is created using the most frequent queries in the training set. This policy
gives an even tighter bound than the Belady’s algorithm for the optimality condition
of SDC strategy. The performance of this method gives an estimate for the room of
improvement in the dynamic segment of SDC.

SDC - Static Oracle: In this strategy, instead of filling the static segment of SDC
with the most frequent queries in the training set, we create the static contents of the
result cache using the most referenced queries in the test set. The dynamic segment
uses LRU policy for admission and eviction decisions. The performance of this policy
would present an insight concerning the room for improvement in the static segment
of SDC.

SML + LRU: In this caching policy, we applied our proposed machine learning
approach to the static segment of SDC using the method presented in 2.5.

Machine Leaned Static-Dynamic Cache (MLRU): We applied our proposed machine learning approach to both static and dynamic segments of SDC. The training
method for both segments are the same techniques presented in sections 2.5 and 2.6
respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of different result caching policies for various cache sizes.

2.7.2 Results

Figure 2.6 shows the relative performances of different static-dynamic caching policies on varying cache capacities. In this figure, Belady’s algorithm gives the optimal
caching algorithm when cache is fully dynamic. It can also be used to roughly estimate an optimality condition for static-dynamic caching. SDC-Dynamic and SDCStatic Oracles do not actually show an upper bound for the room of improvement in the
static-dynamic caching problem. However, they give an idea of room for improvement
in the dynamic and static segments of SDC.
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One striking observation that can be made on the results of these experiments is
that, although Belady’s algorithm is indeed the optimal caching strategy, both SDCDynamic and SDC-Static outperform it on large cache sizes. This is due to the fact
that Belady’s algorithm is optimal only for dynamic caching and is prone to noncompulsory misses (misses that happen when a query is seen for the first time), while
static segments of the two latter algorithms are not since static segments are precomputed and placed in the cache ahead of time. Thus, it is possible for a static
approach to outperform the dynamic optimal.

Comparison of the two machine learning approaches with SDC show that, both
machine learned caching policies outperform SDC for all cache capacities. Also, the
machine learned caching method perform better at larger cache capacities. For 16%
cache capacity, machine learned caching policy improves the performance of SDC by
0.47%, which is more than 11% of the possible improvement against the best oracle.
When two machine learned approaches are compared with each other, both machine
learned algorithms perform almost equally. Addition of the dynamic machine learned
strategy does not seem to benefit the static-dynamic case as large as expected, and although MLRU performs better than SML+LRU, the improvement is almost negligible.
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Table 2.1: The features used in our machine learning approach
Abbreviation
Q LEN
WORD C
URL PRESENT
DOM PRESENT
SPELL CORR
AVG QT LEN
USER LOGGED
PAGE NUM
CLICK C
TOP1 CLICK
HIT C
RAREST TERM
COMMON TERM
AVG TERM
MIN TFREQ MIN
MAX TFREQ MIN
AVG TFREQ MIN
MIN TFREQ HOUR
MAX TFREQ HOUR
AVG TFREQ HOUR
MIN TFREQ DAY
MAX TFREQ DAY
AVG TFREQ DAY
QFREQ
QFREQ MIN
QFREQ HOUR
QFREQ DAY
Q TIME
DAY C
TIME COMP

Feature Description
Query Length
Word Count
Is URL Present
Is Domain Present
Is Spell Corrected
Average Query Term Length
Is User Logged
Page Number
Click Count
First Link Click Count
Total Number Of Hits
Rarest Query Term Index Size
Most Common Query Term Index Size
Average Index Size
Minimum Term Frequency Last Minute
Maximum Term Frequency Last Minute
Average Term Frequency Last Minute
Minimum Term Frequency Last Hour
Maximum Term Frequency Last Hour
Average Term Frequency Last Hour
Minimum Term Frequency Last Day
Maximum Term Frequency Last Day
Average Term Frequency Last Day
Overall Query Frequency
Query Frequency Last Minute
Query Frequency Last Hour
Query Frequency Last Day
Query Submission Hour
Query Day Count
Query Time Compatibility

Feature Category

Query String-Based
Features

User-Based
Features

Search Engine
Related Features

Term FrequencyBased Features

Query Frequency
Features

Temporal Features
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Table 2.2: The most discriminating 10 features for machine learned static caching
strategy
Rank

Feature

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

QFREQ
TIME COMP
QFREQ DAY
WORD C
RAREST TERM
PAGE NUM
QFREQ HOUR
Q LEN
CLICK C
USER LOGGED

Feature
Importance
Rate
100
35.3822
34.7971
17.8072
17.1516
11.9368
11.9225
11.2414
9.6561
8.8371

Table 2.3: The most discriminating 10 features for machine learned dynamic caching
strategy.

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Singleton Prediction
Feature
Feature
Importance
Rate
QFREQ
100
41.1229
TIME COMP
WORD C
17.2646
14.8581
USER LOGGED
10.8796
PAGE NUM
CLICK C
10.2059
9.1032
Q LEN
TOP1 CLICK
9.0213
MIN TFREQ DAY 8.5213
8.2852
HIT C

Next Arrival Time Prediction
Rank Feature
Feature
Importance
Rate
1
TIME COMP
100
2
TOP1 CLICK
49.1376
3
MIN TFREQ HOUR 43.2057
4
WORD C
42.1965
5
QFREQ
41.1560
6
USER LOGGED
33.1946
7
HIT C
30.6932
8
CLICK C
27.5653
9
MIN TFREQ DAY
26.9315
10
SPELL CORR
22.8226
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Table 2.4: The most discriminating 10 features for machine learned SDC caching strategy for cache capacities 1% and 16%.

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1% Cache Capacity
Singleton Prediction
Next Arrival Time Prediction
Feature
Feature
Rank Feature
Feature
Importance
Importance
Rate
Rate
QFREQ
100
1
QFREQ DAY
100
QFREQ DAY
62.1077
2
WORD C
31.7027
24/8774
3
QFREQ
22.6615
QFREQ HOUR
WORD C
23.0789
4
MIN TFREQ DAY 21.4185
19.8314
5
RAREST TERM
20.1371
RAREST TERM
16.1379
6
QFREQ HOUR
18.8391
PAGE NUM
AVG TERM
8.6129
7
SPELL CORR
15.8205
6.3245
8
AVG TERM
13.3344
QFREQ DAY
SPELL CORR
4.9722
9
AVG TFREQ DAY 11.0508
10
PAGE NUM
9.4277
MIN TFREQ MIN 2.7914
16% Cache Capacity
Singleton Prediction
Next Arrival Time Prediction
Feature
Feature
Rank Feature
Feature
Importance
Importance
Rate
Rate
QFREQ
100
1
QFREQ DAY
100
QFREQ DAY
37.1112
2
WORD C
29.6291
35.7186
3
QFREQ
21.9625
TIME COMP
WORD C
19.4112
4
HIT C
20.6426
17.0336
5
RAREST TERM
19.6790
RAREST TERM
14.9345
6
TIME COMP
19.6191
QFREQ HOUR
PAGE NUM
14.4185
7
QFREQ HOUR
18.2379
9.3008
8
SPELL CORR
15.5671
Q LEN
DAY C
7.6380
9
AVG TERM
13.1281
5.7492
10
DAY C
11.0828
AVG TERM
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Table 2.4 show the 10 most discriminating features for two different cache capacities, 1% and 16%, for both singleton and IAT-Next prediction. In the table, columns
1–3 denote the most discriminating features for singleton prediction, and columns 4–
6 denote the most discriminating features for IAT-Next prediction. The first 10 rows
denote the feature importances for 1% cache capacity and the last 10 rows denote the
feature importances for 16% cache capacity. First observation that can be done on
Table 2.4 is that the most discriminating features for both Singleton prediction and
IAT-Next prediction are very similar apart from several rank shifts for both cache capacities. When compared to the results presented in Table 2.3, addition of the static
cache to the dynamic problem seem to affect the IAT-Next prediction adversely, degrading the regression model towards the singleton prediction model.

Although when the cache capacity grows larger the improvement rate of the machine learned caching policy increases, the improvement fail to meet the expectations that can be inferred from both fully static and fully dynamic caching experiments. There can be two different explanations for this behavior. It is either
the frequency features start to lose their importance, or temporal features, such as
Query Time Compatibility and Query Day Count start to gain importance. If the former case is true, then we can conclude that the dynamic models start to suffer from
overfitting, which is a common problem in decision tree learning. However if the latter
case is true, then we can conclude that with the growing cache capacity, the machine
learning algorithm start to utilize other features and start to perform better. Although
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we indicate both of these two possibilities, since features such as Page Number and
Word Count still have similar feature importance rates with respect to query frequency
in both cache capacities, we strongly believe that the latter case is true.

2.8 Discussions
The query distribution of the query log is essential for understanding the nature of
the caching problem, the relationship between static and dynamic caching and the
effectiveness of the SDC policy. In this work, the query frequency distribution of the
examined search engine query log follows a power law distribution (164). In literature,
power law graphs, occording to their frequency distribution, can be partitioned into 3
segments (27) for sake of data analysis. These segments are called: The head, torso,
and tail. The head of the query log contains the most frequent queries, which also
represent a large portion of the search engine query traffic. The queries in the tail on
the other hand, appear in the query log very rarely, which represent unpopular and
unanticipated queries.

The SDC policy partitions the cache exploiting these three segments. By storing
the head of the query log in the static segment, SDC policy is able to respond to a
large portion of the incoming queries from the cache without the need of any dynamic
caching policy. The rest of the cache space is reserved as a dynamic cache, responding
to the torso and the tail of the query log, in the hope of detecting and responding to
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rather infrequent queries. Although, the motivation of SDC puts a great emphasis on
the static portion of the cache for responding to frequency of queries, in both (98) and
(45) it is shown that a static cache alone does not perform well for real life querie sets.
In other words, for an effective caching policy, caching recent but rather less popular
queries is almost as important as caching the frequent queries.

During our experimentation we came up with similar conclusions. Some of the
features that we initially predicted as potentially very discriminative and influential
for differentiating turn out to rank low at feature importance order for both singleton prediction and IAT-Next regression. As an illustrative example, we anticipated
that Page Number feature would be an important feature for distinguishing between
frequent and infrequent queries. However, the feature importance values in our experiments show that this feature bear little value for a query being frequent or not. Our first
hand observations over the data lead us to the following hypothesis: some automated
systems, such as Web bots and crawlers are continuously submitting queries with large
page numbers, leading to unanticipated feature values. In fact, through observation,
we have also verified that there are several robot query submission activities within
our dataset. However, since we have no empirical method to identify or verify that a
query is definitely the result of some automated activity, we are unable to provide these
results here.

The application of the proposed machine learning approach to the static-dynamic
caching also introduce several difficulties. Although distinguishing the head segment
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from the torso segment is rather a trivial problem for our approach, our machine learning models have difficulties for distinguishing torso queries from the tail queries. Our
experiments show that, for machine learned SDC caching policy, the improvements are
mostly gained via the machine learned static cache segment, and the benefit of machine
learned dynamic segment on top of the improvement gain from the static segment is
very small.

Introduction of the static cache to the caching problem also results in a harder dynamic caching problem. Our experimental results show that, for our dataset, using an
SDC cache with 1% cache capacity where 70% of the cache dedicated to the static
cache, all queries with frequencies higher than 136 would be stored in the static cache.
For an SDC cache with 16% cache capacity and 70% static cache, the queries with frequencies higher than only 4 are stored in the static cache. Using static cache segment,
where the cache size is considerably large leaves dynamic cache segment with only
a small, but harder portion of the problem where all queries are in the torso or in the
tail portion of the query log. The difficulty of dynamic caching problem with a static
component comes from the fact that, tail and torso queries contain very little distinguishable information. Our conclusion is that, the features we have used and that are
proposed in literature are not, without other inference mechanisms, such as storing additional temporal information or using some other means of information for inferring
query popularity, adequate and does not contain enough distinguishable information
for addressing the dynamic caching problem for the current real-life query logs. That
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is mostly because the user and query behavior in today’s search engines is much more
dynamic and unanticipated than query logs examined in the literature in the past.

Finally, our experiments also show a potential problem in using machine learning
techniques for finding a dynamic caching policy. Due to misclassifications during testing, the use of machine learning methods cause a cache pollution, where the misclassified queries start to occupy cache space. Due to the over-valuation of such queries,
the machine learned policy can tend to evict more valuable queries. In this work,
we propose a cache segmentation method to alleviate this problem. In our approach,
after processing a constant number of queries, the dynamic segment of the cache is
re-started so that the misclassified instances can be evicted from the cache. Although,
this method prevents pollution to a degree, more accurate machine learning methods is
ultimately required for a better caching policy.

Chapter 3

Chat Mining:
Predicting User and Message
Attributes in
Computer-Mediated Communication

3.1 Introduction
With the ever-increasing use of the Internet, computer-mediated communication via
textual messaging has become popular. This type of electronic discourse is observed in
point-to-point or multicast, text-based online messaging services such as chat servers,
65
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discussion forums, emails and messaging services, newsgroups, and IRCs (Internet
relay chat). These services constantly generate large amounts of textual data, providing
interesting research opportunities for mining such data. We believe that extracting
useful information from this kind of messages/conversations can be an important step
towards improving the human–computer interaction.

According to a study by (71), “electronic discourse is neither writing nor speech,
but rather written speech or spoken writing, or something unique.” Due to its mostly
informal nature, electronic discourse has major syntactic differences from discourse
in literary texts (e.g., word frequencies, use of punctuation marks, word orderings,
intentional typos). The informal nature of electronic discourse makes the information
obtained more realistic and reflects the author attributes more accurately. Analysis of
electronic discourse may provide clues about the attributes of the author of a discourse
and the attributes of the discourse itself.

Specifically, machine learning can be a powerful tool for analyzing electronic
discourse data. This work particularly concentrates on the data obtained from chat
servers, which provide a point-to-point online instant messaging facility over the Internet. We investigate the rate of success in the problem of predicting various author- and
message-specific attributes in chat environments using machine learning techniques.
For this purpose, we first employ a term-based approach and formulate the chat mining problem as an automated text classification problem, in which the words occurring
in chat messages are used to predict the attributes of the authors (e.g., age, gender) or
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the messages (e.g., the time of a message). Second, we employ a style-based approach
and investigate the effect of stylistic features (e.g., word lengths, use of punctuation
marks) on prediction accuracies, again for both author and message attributes. Finally,
we briefly discuss the effect of the author and message attributes on the writing style.

The main contributions of this study are four-fold. First, the chat dataset used in
this work has unique properties: the messages are communicated between two users;
they are unedited; and they are written spontaneously. We believe that extracting information from real-time, peer-to-peer, computerized messages may have a crucial
impact on the areas such as financial forensics, threat analysis, and detection of terrorist activities in the near future. Our work presents a new effort in that direction,
aiming to retrieve previously unexplored information from computerized communications. Second, for the first time in the literature, several interesting attributes of text
and its authors are examined. Examples of these attributes are educational affiliations
and connectivity domains of the authors and the receivers of the messages. Third, the
performance of term- and style-based feature sets in predicting the author and message attributes are compared via extensive experimentation. Fourth, to the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first one that investigates real-time, peer-to-peer, computerized communications in the context of authorship studies. Our findings are good
pointers for researchers in this new application area, namely chat mining.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Table 3.1 displays a list of frequently used abbreviations in this work. We provide a detailed literature survey of the
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Table 3.1: The summary of abbreviations
AA
AC
CE
DA
DT
EG
GA
HMM
IRC

Authorship attribution
Authorship characterization
Cross entropy
Discriminant analysis
Decision trees
Exponentiated gradient
Genetic algorithms
Hidden Markov models
Internet relay chat

k-NN
NB
NN
PCA
PRIM
RM
SD
SVM
TC

K-nearest neighbor
Naive Bayesian
Neural networks
Principal component analysis
Patient rule induction method
Regression models
Similarity detection
Support vector machines
Text classification

related work in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we discuss the characteristics of computermediated communication environments and elaborate on the information that can be
extracted from such environments. Section 3.4 introduces the chat mining problem
and discusses our formulations, which are based on the use of term- and style-based
feature sets. In Section 3.5, we provide information about the dataset used in this study
and present our framework for solving the chat mining problem. Section 3.6 provides
the results of a large number of experiments conducted to evaluate the feasibility of
predicting various author and message attributes in a chat environment. In Section 3.7,
we finalize the chapter with a concluding discussion.
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3.2 Related Work
In the last ten years, the Internet has become the most popular communication medium.
Chat servers, IRCs, and instant messaging services provide online users the ability to
communicate with each other simultaneously. Discussion forums, emails, and newsgroups enable their users to create virtual communities regardless of geographical and
political barriers. This information dissemination platform provides new research possibilities such as assessing the task-related dimensions of the Internet use. In their
work, (42) examine the communication process of chat users in an industrial setting.
They investigate how customers and customer service representatives respond to each
other and identify the reasons of miscommunication between partners. The collaborative work within virtual groups is explored by (151). The authors identify six communication rules for enhancing trust, which in turn enable chat users to work more
efficiently. (118) examines several problems concerning communications in a virtual
library reference service. The quality of chat encounters between librarians and clients,
compensation of lack of emotional cues, and relational dimensions of chat references
are among the questions investigated. The author identifies several relational facilitators, communication themes and concludes that computer-mediated communication is
no less personal than face-to-face communication.
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Understanding the user behavior is another aspect of the ongoing research on
computer-mediated communication. (119) examine the communication and information seeking preferences of the Internet users. They also compare traditional libraries
and the Internet as the means for an information repository and emphasize the fact that
the Internet is starting to become an alternative for text-based communication.

The investigation of chat user attributes is another dimension that attracts researchers. (60) examine gender variations in Web logs using logistic regression techniques. However, the authors cannot find any conclusive results binding the users’
genders and Web writings. In their work, (61) examine several aspects of the language
use in the Internet. They assert that gender is reflected in online discourse in every
language they studied.

Extracting interesting information from anonymous electronic document collections using authorship attribution may also provide several research opportunities. A
quick literature survey reveals the fact that the previous studies in authorship attribution were mostly considered in the context of law enforcement (145), religious studies
(117; 124), and humanities (33; 44; 109). In the past few years, the examination of
electronic discourse in the context of authorship studies started to got attention of a
growing number of researchers.

The history of authorship studies dates back to more than two millennia. The first
work in literature is reported in the fourth century BC, when the librarians in the
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famous library of Alexandria studied the authentication of texts attributed to Homer
(96). Since then, a large number of documents have been the focus of authorship studies. Broadly, the authorship studies in literature can be divided into three categories
(40; 163): authorship attribution, similarity detection, and authorship characterization.

Authorship attribution is the task of finding or validating the author of a document. Some well-known examples of authorship attribution are the examination of
Shakespeare’s works (44; 65; 105) and the identification of the authors of the disputed
Federalist Papers (64; 92; 109; 146). Similarity detection aims to find the variations in
the writing style of an author (114) or to find the resemblances between the writings of
different authors, mostly for the purpose of detecting plagiarism (55).

Authorship characterization is the task of assigning the writings of an author into
a set of categories according to the author’s sociolinguistic attributes. Some attributes
previously investigated in literature are gender (77; 81; 149), language background
(149), and education level (72). (77) and (81) evaluated methods for determining the
gender of a document’s author. (149), in addition to gender, tried to predict the language background of authors using machine learning techniques. (72) analyzed the
educational backgrounds of the authors employing cross entropy.

With the advent of computers, it has become possible to employ sophisticated
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techniques in authorship analysis. The techniques employed in authorship analysis can be broadly categorized as statistical and machine learning techniques. Examples of statistical techniques are Hidden Markov models (75), regression models (74), cross entropy (72), discriminant analysis (33; 73; 79; 141), and principle component analysis (10; 28; 63). Machine learning techniques are also frequently used in authorship studies. Most commonly used techniques are k-nearest
neighbor (79; 81; 138), naive Bayesian (76; 81; 138), support vector machines
(39; 40; 70; 144; 163), genetic algorithms (64), decision trees (163), and neural networks (55; 76; 105; 79; 81; 138; 146; 163).

With the widespread use of computers, new pursuits that reflect the personal characteristics of individuals drew attention of authorship studies. Computer programming
and musical composition are examples of such pursuits. (79; 136) used several structural and syntactic features to predict the author of a program. They generate these
features by analyzing the variations in programming construct preferences of the authors. The work of (136) achieved 73% accuracy in predicting the author of 88 programs written by 29 different authors. In their work, (11) analyzed the musical style
of five well-known composers using various classification algorithms on a dataset with
computer-generated features like the stability measures of the composition, voice density, and entropy measures.

The emergence of electronic discourse also presents interesting opportunities for
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authorship analysis. As electronic discourse becomes a popular form of communication, detecting illegal activities by mining electronic discourse turns out to be important. In their work, (149) analyzed the information in email messages in order to
identify the distinguishing features in writing styles of emails for predicting authors’
identity, gender, and language background. In addition to some well-known stylistic
features, they used features like smileys and emoticons. They achieved 72.1% and
85.6% accuracies in predicting the gender and language background of more than 300
authors, respectively.

(144) analyzed email messages for predicting the identity of their authors using a
term-based feature set. (141) analyzed the gender of a number of email authors and
concluded that email authors had used gender-preferential language in informal electronic discourse. (163) constructed a language-independent framework to predict the
identity of the author of online Chinese and English newsgroup messages. For a selection of 20 authors they have succeeded in predicting the identity of the authors with an
impressive 95% accuracy for the English message collection and 88% accuracy for the
Chinese message collection. (7) also studied newsgroup messages for identification of
the authors using a style-based classification approach. Although they used a highly
imbalanced dataset, over 40% accuracy is achieved in predicting the messages of 20
different authors.

(163) presented a table that provides a summary (features used, type of analysis,
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Table 3.2: A summary of the previous works on authorship analysis
Study
(109)
(28)
(44)
(73)
(76)
(105)
(64)
(10)
(74)
(79)
(70)
(138)
(75)
(141)
(144)
(149)
(7)
(40)
(114)
(55)
(72)
(65)
(81)
(163)

Type
AA
AA
AA
TC
AA
AA
AA
AA
TC
AA
TC
AA, TC
AA
AC
AA, AC
AC
AA
AA
AC
SD
AA, AC
AC
AC
AA

Technique
Statistics
PCA
Statistics
DA
NB, NN
NN
GA
PCA
RM
k-NN, DA, NN
SVM
k-NN, NB, NN
HMM
DA
SVM
SVM
EG
SVM
DA
NN
CE
SVM
k-NN,NB, NN
SVM, DT, NN

Features
style
style
both
style
style
style
style
both
style
style
term
style
term
style
style
term
style
style
style
style
term
style
both
style

and dataset properties) of the previous works on authorship analysis. Here, we provide a similar table with additional information for a number of previous works. In
chronological order, Table 3.2 gives details such as the analysis techniques used in the
works and the type of the features used (i.e., term-based or style-based features). In
compliance with our previous taxonomy, the table categorizes each work as an authorship attribution (AA), similarity detection (SD), or authorship characterization (AC)
task. Several text classification (TC) works, which are closely related with authorship
studies, are also displayed in the table.
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3.3 Computer-Mediated Communication

3.3.1 Characteristics

Using textual messages in order to interact with other people is a popular method in
computer-mediated communication. Point-to-point instant messaging, also referred to
here as chatting, has several properties which makes it unique with respect to both
literary writing and messaging in other types of online services: Messages (1) are
written by users with a virtual identity; (2) specifically target a single individual; (3)
are unedited; and (4) have a unique style and vocabulary. Below, we elaborate more
on these characteristics.

In most chat servers, the real identity of a user is hidden from other users by a
virtual identity, called “nickname.” Typically, the users have the option of building
up this virtual identity and setting its different characteristic features. This gives the
users the opportunity to provide others false information about their real identities. For
example, a male user may set the gender of his virtual identity as female and try to
adapt his writing style accordingly to fool others. Having such misleading information
in chat environments makes authorship attribution and characterization quite difficult
even for domain experts.

Unlike literary writing, where the documents are written for public audience, chat
messages target a particular individual. Most often, chat messages are transmitted
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between two users, that is, each message has a specific sender and a receiver. The
writing style of a user not only varies with his personal traits, but also heavily depends
on the identity of the receiver. For example, a student may send a message to another
student in a style which is quite different from the style of a message he/she writes
to his supervisor. This type of an ability of effectively changing one’s writing style is
known as sociolinguistic awareness (56). As an interesting genre detection task, chat
messages can be examined in order to find out who the receiver is.

Books and plays are the most common type of literary material used in authorship
analysis (47). This type of documents are usually modified by editors who polish the
initial drafts written by authors. Hence, most of the time, the writing style of the
original author is mixed with that of an editor. (122) discusses the undesirable effects
of this type of editing on authorship analysis and concludes that edited texts are hard to
mine since stylistic traces of the author and the editor are not separable. The real-time
nature of chat messages prevents any editorial changes in electronic discourse, and thus
the writing style reflects that of the original author. In this aspect, it is quite valuable
to work on unedited chat messages. However, in the mean time, having no editorial
modifications means that, in chat messages, misspellings are more frequent compared
to edited text. It is debatable whether these misspellings are part of an author’s writing
style or not.

Due to its simultaneous nature, electronic discourse reflects the author’s current
emotional state much better than any other writing. Since the messages transmitted
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between users are purely textual, chat messaging has evolved its own means for transferring emotions. Emoticons (emotion icons) are commonly known and widely used
ways of representing feelings within computer-mediated text (152). We restrict our
work on a particular subset of emoticons: smileys. Smileys, (e.g, “:-)” and “:-(”)
are sequences of punctuation marks that represent feelings such as happiness, enthusiasm, anger, and depression. Repetition of specific characters in a word can also
be used as a means of transferring emotions by putting an emphasis on a text. (e.g.
“Awesomeeee!”). In chat messages, the use of such consciously done misspellings is
also frequent. Since the use of smileys and emphasized words is highly dependent on
the writing style of an author, they pose valuable information. However, preserving
such information makes traditional text processing methods (e.g., stemming and part
of speech tagging) unsuitable for mining chat messages.

3.3.2 Predictable Attributes

In general, chat messages can be used to predict two different types of attributes: useror message-specific attributes. In the first type, the distinguishing features of a chat
message may be used to predict the biological, social, and psychological attributes of
the author who wrote the message. In the latter, the distinguishing features may be
used to predict the attributes of the message itself.
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Examples of user-specific attributes are gender, age, educational background, income, linguistic background, nationality, profession, psychological status, and race.
In this work, we concentrate on four different user-specific attributes: gender, age,
educational environment, and Internet connection domain of the users. Among these
attributes, the gender of an author is widely examined in literature (81; 149), and it is
observed that authors have the habit of selecting gender-preferential words (141). In
this work, we also try to predict the user age based on the fact that every generation
has its own unique vocabulary. Predicting the age of a user may be useful for profiling
the user and hence may help in forensic investigations. Educational environment is
also worth studying since it is possible that the vocabulary and writing style of a user
might be affected by the school he/she is affiliated with. In order to test this claim,
we analyzed the chat messages of users in different universities. We also noted that
computer-mediated communication adds new dimensions whose analysis may yield
valuable information. As an illustrative task, we try to predict the Internet connection
domains of users, which may have veiled means for the educational and occupational
status of a user. For example, a user connected from the “.edu” domain probably has an
affiliation with a university, whereas a user connected from the “.gov” domain possibly
works for the government.

For message-specific attributes, we concentrate on three attributes: author, receiver,
and time of the messages. The identity of the author of a given text is the most frequently studied attribute in authorship analysis (64; 79; 109; 163). In case of chat
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Table 3.3: The attributes predicted in this work and the number of classes available for
each attribute
User-specific attributes
Gender
Age
School
Connection domain

# of classes
2
17
60
7

Message-specific attributes
Receiver
Author identity
Day period
–

# of classes
1165
1616
4
–

mining, the characteristics of chat messages are firmly attached to the author’s linguistic preferences. Hence, we try to predict the authors of chat messages as a typical
authorship attribution task. The audience of a chat message may also affect the lingual
preferences of an author. For the first time in literature, we try to predict the audience
of textual documents; i.e., the receivers of the chat messages. The real time nature of
chat messages makes it possible to examine whether the time a message is written is
predictable. For example, in active hours of the day (morning and afternoon), people may compose long and complex sentences although, in passive hours (nighttime),
people may tend to create short and simple sentences. Hence, in this work, we also
investigate the predictability of the period of the day a chat message is written.

Table 3.3 presents a complete list of the attributes we try to predict in this work.
In this table, the number of classes refers to the maximum number of possible values
an attribute can have. For example, the gender attribute has two possible class values (male and female) while the connection domain attribute has seven possible class
values, each of which represents a different Internet connectivity domain.
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3.4 Chat Mining Problem
The chat mining problem can be considered as a single-label classification problem. If
the attribute to be predicted is user-specific, a supervised learning solution to this problem is to generate a prediction function, which will map each user instance onto one
of the attribute classes. The prediction function can be learned by training supervised
classification algorithms over a representative set of user instances whose attributes
are known. In case of message-specific attributes, the process is similar. However,
this time, the individual chat messages are the instances whose attributes are to be predicted, and the training is performed over a set of chat messages whose attributes are
known.

In predicting the user-specific attributes, each user instance is represented by a set
of features extracted from the messages that are generated by that particular user. Similarly, in predicting message-specific attributes, each message instance is represented
by a set of features extracted from the message itself. In this work, for predicting
both types of attributes, we evaluate two competing types of feature sets: term-based
features versus style-based features.

When term-based features are used, the vocabulary of the message collection forms
the feature set, i.e., each term corresponds to a feature. In predicting user-specific
attributes, the set of terms typed by a user represents a user instance to be classified.
In predicting message-specific attributes, the terms in a message represent a message
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instance. This type of a formulation reduces the chat mining problem to a standard text
classification problem (131).

In literature, term-based feature sets are widely used (86). Unfortunately, termbased features may not always reflect the characteristics of an author since the terms
in a document are heavily dependent on the topic of the document. In chat mining, a
feature set that is independent of the message topic may lead to better results in predicting the user- and message-specific attributes. Hence, using the stylistic preferences
instead of the vocabulary emerges as a viable alternative.

(122) states that there are more than 1000 different stylistic features that can be used
to define the literary style of an author. The most commonly used stylistic features are
word frequencies; sentence and word lengths; and the use of syllables, punctuation
marks, and function words (62). So far, there is no consensus on the set of the most
representative features.

This study, in addition to the traditional stylistic features, considers several new
and problem-specific stylistic features (e.g., smileys and emoticons) used in order to
find better representations for user or message instances. The smileys and emoticons
are two important features that are frequently found in chat messages. A summary of
the style-based features used in this study is given in Table 3.4. The stylistic features
used in this work are grouped into 10 categories. Each category contains one or more
features with categorical feature values. For example, the average word length feature
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Table 3.4: The stylistic features used in the experiments
Feature category
character usage
message length
word length
punctuation usage
punctuation marks
stopword usage
stopwords
smiley usage
smileys
vocabulary richness

Features in the category
frequency of each character
average message length
average word length
frequency of punctuation marks
a list of 37 punctuation marks
frequency of stopwords
a list of 78 stopwords
frequency of smileys
a list of 79 smileys
number of distinct words

Possible feature values
low, medium, high
short, average, long
short, average, long
low, medium, high
exists, not exists
low, medium, high
exists, not exists
low, medium, high
exists, not exists
poor, average, rich

can possibly have three values: short, medium, and long. This discretization is performed depending on the feature value distributions over a set of messages randomly
selected from the chat dataset.

3.5 Dataset and Classification Framework

3.5.1 Dataset

The chat dataset used in this chapter is obtained from a currently inactive chat server
called Heaven BBS, where users had peer-to-peer communication via textual messages. The outgoing chat messages (typed in Turkish) of 1616 unique users is logged
for a one-month period in order to generate the dataset. The messages are logged without the notice of the users, but respecting the anonymity of messages. The vocabulary
of the dataset contains 165 137 distinct words. There are 218 742 chat messages, which
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are usually very short (6.2 words per message on the average). The message log of a
typical user contains around 160 chat messages.

The dataset also contains users’ subscription information such as the name, gender,
email address, and occupation. Some fields of the subscription information may be
missing as they are optionally supplied by the users. Also, against our best efforts
to validate the correctness of the entries, there may be fakes or duplicates among the
users.

3.5.2 Classification Framework

In this section, we provide an overview of the framework we developed for solving the
chat mining problem. Here, we restrict our framework to prediction of user-specific attributes using the term-based feature set. Extensions of this framework to the messagespecific attributes and the style-based feature set are discussed later in this section.
Figure 3.1 summarizes the classification procedure used in predicting the user-specific
attributes. The framework consists of three stages: data acquisition, preprocessing,
and classification. The last two stages contain several software modules that execute
in a pipelined fashion.

The corpus creation module of the data acquisition stage forms a tagged corpus
from the raw message logs obtained from the chat server. In Figure 3.2, we provide
a sample fragment from this corpus. For each user instance in the corpus, between
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ACQUISITION
Chat messages

CORPUS CREATION
Online chat messages are collected
and a chat corpus is formed

PREPROCESSING
CLEANSING/FILTERING
Whitespaces and stopwords are
eliminated. Instances with a small
number of features and features
occuring in only one instance are
eliminated

Chat corpus

CLASSIFICATION
TRAINING
A classification model is built by
training with a classifier

UNDERSAMPLING
Classes are balanced in terms of
the number of instances they have

Train instances

FEATURE SELECTION
Most discriminating features are
picked according to the χ2 scores

CROSS VALIDATION
Instances are shuffled and 10−fold
cross validation is applied

Classification model

TESTING
A class is predicted for each test
instance using the classification
model

Test instances

Predictions

Figure 3.1: The classification framework.
an “INSTANCE” tag pair, the attributes of the user and the messages typed by the
user are stored. The target users receiving the messages of the user are separated by
the “RECEIVER” tag pairs. Each receiver may receive multiple messages, which are
separated by the “X” tag pairs.

After the chat corpus is generated, it undergoes several preprocessing steps to
improve classification accuracies. Each preprocessing step is designed as a separate
software module. In our framework, the preprocessing stage involves three modules:
cleansing/filtering, undersampling, and feature selection.

The cleansing/filtering module aims to obtain a set of representative terms for each
user. For this purpose, non-alphanumeric characters (e.g., whitespaces, punctuation
marks) are eliminated. A list of 78 Turkish stopwords (i.e., connectives, conjunctions,
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<INSTANCE=ali>
<NAME=ali guney>
<GENDER=male>
<EMAIL=Guney@alpha.eng.ege.edu.tr>
<DOMAIN=edu>
<SCHOOL=ege>
<BIRTHDAY=19>
<BIRTHMONTH=October>
<BIRTHYEAR=1979>
<HOROSCOPE=libra>
<RECEIVER=blandinka>
<X>
<DATE=Wed Apr 5 16:09:40 2000>
MESELA COK GENIS BIR INSANSIN AMA BAZEN COK KUCUK BIR SEYE
TAKIYOSUN GIBI
//For Example, you are a flexible person. But Sometimes you concentrate
on small things
</X>
</RECEIVER>
<RECEIVER=ageofeye>
<X>
<DATE=Wed Apr 5 16:10:48 2000>
KONUSMAK ISTIYORMUSUN BENLE
// do you want to talk with me
</X>
</RECEIVER>
</INSTANCE>

Figure 3.2: A sample fragment of the chat corpus formed. The user name is deidentified to preserve the anonymity. English translations are added for convenience.
and prepositions) is further used to eliminate content-independent terms. Single-word
messages are also ignored since these are mostly uninformative salutations. The features of the user instances are formed by the remaining terms, where the tf-idf (term
frequency-inverse document frequency) values (127) are used as the feature values.
Finally, the user instances that contain only a small number of features, i.e, those that
have less than a pre-determined number of terms, are eliminated.
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The existence of imbalanced classes is a crucial problem in text classification (80).
If the number of instances selected from each class are not roughly equal, the classifiers
may be biased, favoring more populated classes. The main goal of the undersampling
module is to balance the number of instances in each class. For this purpose, an equal
number of instances with the highest term counts are selected from each class and the
remaining instances are discarded. In this dataset, an imbalance is also observed on
instance sizes since the number of distinct terms of each user greatly varies. In order
to balance instance sizes, a fixed number of consecutive terms is selected for each user,
and the remaining terms are discarded.

The high dimensionality of text datasets badly affects the applicability of classification algorithms. Feature selection (158) is a widely used preprocessing stage for
reducing the dimensionality of the datasets. In the feature selection module, we employ
the χ2 (CHI square) statistic for every term in order to calculate their discriminative
power. Most discriminative features are selected according to the χ2 scores and used as
the feature set. The remaining less discriminative features are eliminated in the feature
selection module.

The operation of the modules of the preprocessing stage shows variations in case
of message-specific attributes or the style-based feature set. For the case of messagespecific attributes, the cleansing/filtering module also employs word blocking. This is
because chat messages typically contain only a few words, and it is difficult to correctly classify a message with this little information. The cleansing/filtering module
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concatenates multiple consecutive messages of the same user into a single long message. After blocking, the message instances become lengthy enough to have sensible
information (40).

In the case of the style-based feature set, instead of terms, a number of stylistic
features are extracted. Some of these features contain statistics about the punctuation
and stopword usage. Thus, for the construction of style-based feature sets, punctuation
marks and stopwords are not eliminated in the cleansing/filtering module. Additionally, for user-specific attributes, the feature sets of all chat messages belonging to a
user are combined and used as the feature set for that user. Since the instances contain roughly equal number of features in style-based feature sets, the undersampling
module does not try to balance the instance sizes.

The classification stage contains three modules. In the cross validation module, the
instances in the dataset are shuffled and divided into 10 equal-sized instance blocks.
One of these blocks is selected as the test instance block while other instance blocks
are used for the training the framework. The training module uses the training instances supplied by the cross validation module. The output of the training module
is a classification model, which is used by the testing module in order to predict the
classes of each test instance. The testing module produces a set of predictions based on
the classification model and the accuracy of a test is defined as the number of correct
predictions divided by the number of total predictions. This operation is repeated 10
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times, each time with a different block selected as the test instance block. The average of all predictions gives the prediction accuracy of a classifier. The testing module
uses a set of algorithms selected from the Harbinger machine learning toolkit (30) and
SVM-light (70). An overview of the selected algorithms can be found in the corresponding references.1

3.6 Experimental Results

3.6.1 Experimental Setup

In order to examine the predictability of user and message attributes, the personal
information within the chat server logs are used. The attributes retrieved from the
server logs such as the users’ birth years, and educational environments are submitted
voluntarily, they may be missing. As a consequence, some attribute classes are very
lightly populated and the use of such classes in evaluating the predictability of that
attribute may be impractical. Thus, the experiments are conducted on a selection of
the most populated classes of each attribute.

As an illustrative example, the connectivity domain attribute has seven possible
class values. For examining the predictability of the connectivity domain attribute, the
1

The source codes of these algorithms are publicly available online and may be obtained from the
following Web addresses:
http://bmi.osu.edu/˜barla/coding/HMLT/download/HMLT.tar.gz
http://download.joachims.org/svm struct/current/svm struct.tar.gz
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most populated two and three classes are selected from the possible seven classes, and
the experiments are conducted only on the instances belonging to those classes.

Table 3.5 summarizes the experiments conducted for estimating the prediction accuracies of each attribute. The table contains information about the number of classes,
the number of instances, and a set of sample classes used in each test set. Test sets are
tagged by concatenating the attribute name, the number of classes, and the number of
instances used to represent each class. For example, the School-3-80 tag corresponds
to the experiment conducted for predicting the educational environment of users. This
experiment involves three possible classes, each of which contains 80 representative
instances. As an example for the case of message-specific attributes, the experiment
tagged with Author-10-26 involves 10 possible classes, each of which contains 26 instances. Here, each class represent a different author, and instances correspond to
message blocks generated by concatenating a particular author’s messages.

A selection of classifiers from the Harbinger machine learning toolkit (30) is used
for predicting the user and message attributes. The selected classifiers are k-NN (58),
NB (103), and PRIM. Additionally, SVM-light (70) software is used in order to apply
SVM to the chat mining problem. In each test setting, 90% of the most discriminative features are used as the representatives. A sequence of 3000 words is used as the
maximum document size for term-based feature sets. The remaining terms in the documents containing more than 3000 terms are discarded. For the k-NN classifier, the
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Table 3.5: Test sets, their parameters, and sample classes

# of classes
2
10
100
2

# of instances
in each class
35
26
10
30

BirthYear-4-30
DayPeriod-2-34

4
2

30
34

DayPeriod-4-17

4

17

Domain-2-35
Domain-2-50
Domain-2-65
Domain-3-30
Gender-2-50
Gender-2-100
Gender-2-200
Receiver-2-35
Receiver-10-26
School-2-190
School-3-80
School-3-120
School-5-50
School-10-29

2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
10
2
3
3
5
10

35
50
65
30
50
100
200
35
26
190
80
120
50
29

Test set
Author-2-35
Author-10-26
Author-100-10
BirthYear-2-30

Sample classes
Andromeda and Taru
Andromeda, Taru, Zizer, ...
Andromeda, Taru, Zizer, ...
birth year before 1976 (inclusive),
birth year after 1976 (exclusive)
1975, 1976, 1977, 1978
Day, night
(representing 12-hour periods)
Morning, afternoon,evening, night
(representing 6-hour periods)
.edu, .com
.edu, .com
.edu, .com
.edu, .com, .net
Male, Female
Male, Female
Male, Female
Andromeda, Taru
Andromeda, Taru, Zizer, ...
Bilkent, METU
Bilkent, METU, Ege
Bilkent, METU, Ege
Bilkent, METU, Ege, KHO, ...
Bilkent, METU, Ege, KHO, ...

cosine similarity measure is used as the distance metric and the number of the nearest neighbors, k, is selected as 10. A polynomial kernel (70) is used in SVM. Each
experiment is repeated 5 times and the average prediction accuracies are reported.
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3.6.2 Analysis of Predictability

In order to visualize the predictability of different attributes, PCA is used. By using
PCA, it is possible to reduce the dimensionality of the instances, allowing them to
be plotted in two dimensions (21). Figure 3.3 shows PCA results for four different
attributes using a term-based feature set. These attributes are the gender, identity, and
Internet connectivity domain of an author and the time period of the messages. As the
PCAs of the style-based feature set is similar, they are omitted from this study. Also,
note that the coordinate values of the principle component analysis are not displayed.
In this work, PCA is only used for the reduction of dimensionality of the dataset.
Thus, the values of the data points are not indicative of anything, and only the relative
proximities of the data points are important.

Since the data points for each author cover separate regions, it is reasonable to
expect high accuracies in predicting the identity of the author of a message. For the
PCA of the Internet connection domain, it can be seen that the distribution of data
points that belong to the “.com” and “.net” domains cover nearly identical regions
while the data points belonging to the “.edu” domain cover a separate region. Hence, it
would be reasonable to expect that the “.edu” class could be predicted accurately while
“com” and “net” domains would be frequently mispredicted. The results of PCA show
that it would not be possible to discriminate all attributes equally using a term-based
feature set.
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Andromeda
Paprika
Taru

a)

.edu
.com
.net

b)
Female users
Male users

c)

Day time
Night time

d)

Figure 3.3: The results of the PCA for four different attributes (following our earlier
convention): a) Author-3-20, b) Domain-3-20, c) Gender-2-200, and d) DayPeriod-234.

3.6.3

User-Specific Attributes

Table 3.6 summarizes the prediction accuracies of the experiments conducted on
the user-specific attributes. Among all experiments, the highest prediction rates are
achieved for the Internet connection domain of a user. For this attribute, the NB classifier predicts 91.8% and 68.7% of the test instances correctly for the Domain-2-50
and Domain-3-30 test cases respectively. The gender, education environment, and the
birth year attributes of a user are also predicted accurately. The prediction accuracies
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Table 3.6: Prediction accuracies of experiments conducted on user-specific attributes

Tag
BirthYear-2-30
BirthYear-4-30
Domain-2-35
Domain-2-50
Domain-2-65
Domain-3-30
Gender-2-50
Gender-2-100
Gender-2-200
School-2-190
School-3-80
School-3-120
School-5-50
School-10-29

Term-based feature set
k-NN NB PRIM SVM
50.1 60.8
53.8
56.3
24.0 27.3
20.0
26.5
59.7 90.0
77.2
64.3
58.2 91.8
74.0
63.6
55.9 91.4
79.3
65.2
34.0 67.4
49.6
39.6
73.4 80.0
53.4
81.5
74.5 81.5
58.3
82.2
72.2 78.2
56.4
80.2
56.8 68.8
55.8
66.8
43.6 56.7
35.9
59.7
42.7 53.2
41.1
61.0
30.8 48.9
26.8
53.4
22.5 37.8
17.6
39.0

Style-based feature set
k-NN NB PRIM SVM
50.0 75.4
55.5
48.0
22.8 37.4
19.9
22.0
63.9 90.0
66.9
59.7
64.2 88.2
74.4
69.0
68.6 89.8
78.0
74.1
34.7 68.7
48.2
45.8
63.2 71.8
51.2
71.4
61.7 81.9
64.2
72.3
62.4 81.7
64.9
77.8
59.3 55.2
50.3
62.9
43.1 47.0
34.0
51.0
44.1 40.4
32.0
63.7
29.1 41.2
25.9
43.7
20.4 26.7
13.9
26.2

of 82.2% and 75.4% are achieved in prediction of the gender and the birth year of a
user respectively. The educational environment of a user attains 68.8%, 53.4%, and
39.0% correct prediction rates for the School-2-190, School-5-50, and School-10-29
test cases respectively. The results of the classification experiments using a term-based
feature set lead to the conclusion that gender, identity, and Internet connection domain
attributes contain information that reflect the language preferences of a user and it is
possible to predict these attributes.

In order to verify whether the experiments are more than some lucky guessing,
the level of significance for each experiment is determined. For this purpose, two
prediction functions are generated. These functions are used to represent a control
group and a treatment group. The control group consists of random guesses for each
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Table 3.7: Significance analysis conducted on user-specific attributes

Tag
BirthYear-2-30
BirthYear-4-30
Domain-2-35
Domain-2-50
Domain-2-65
Domain-3-30
Gender-2-50
Gender-2-100
Gender-2-200
School-2-190
School-3-80
School-3-120
School-5-50
School-10-29

Term-based feature set
z-score
p-value
1.73
8.3e-1
1.66
1.9e-1
4.45
6.2e-7
5.32
9.5e-9
5.44
8.4e-8
4.11
3.6e-6
4.02
3.3e-5
5.31
3.4e-7
6.51
6.4e-10
3.74
2.0e-4
4.72
9.8e-7
6.78
1.3e-12
7.17
1.1e-12
7.10
4.1e-10

Style-based feature set
z-score
p-value
2.10
2.7e-2
2.03
5.8e-2
3.74
8.0e-4
4.27
3.3e-5
5.61
7.1e-9
3.94
6.6e-5
2.32
3.7e-2
5.39
5.1e-8
7.11
1.1e-11
2.92
3.2e-3
2.60
1.2e-3
6.64
5.2e-12
4.49
2.1e-5
3.44
2.1e-5

instance while the treatment group consists of predictions after the classifiers are used.
The value of the prediction function is 1 if the instance is correctly predicted and
0 otherwise. Wilcoxon signed-rank test (153) is used for determining the levels of
significance. The significance levels are computed for the best classification result,
represented in bold case in Table 3.6. Table 3.7 summarizes the z-scores and p-values
for each experiment group for user-specific attributes. Noting that the most common
level of significance is 5%, all experiments performed significantly better than random
guesses. The experiments conducted on the Internet connectivity domain, gender, and
educational environment attributes all result in very low levels of significance, which
means that the methods proposed in this work can be used effectively to predict these
attributes in chat messages.
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In predicting the user-specific attributes, the use of term- and style-based feature
sets perform almost equally well. While the term-based feature sets performs better
than style-based feature sets for predicting the Internet connection domain and the
educational environment of a user, the use of style-based feature sets perform better
for predicting the birth year of a user.

The performance of different classifiers vary throughout the experiments. The experimental results on the prediction of user-specific attributes show that NB and SVM
perform best in all settings although the results show that no single classifier can be the
“best performer.” While NB performs better than SVM in predicting the connection
domain of a user, SVM performs slightly better in predicting the educational environment of a user. k-NN produces the worst results for the prediction of the Internet connection domain while PRIM performs the poorest in prediction of all other attributes.
PRIM’s poor performance is a result of it being a rule-based classifier. PRIM generates
a set of classification rules covering all the instances in a class, and use these rules to
classify the test instances. Due to the high dimensionality of the dataset, these rules
contain only the most discriminative features, and thus, tend to be valid for only a small
subset of the instances in a class. Since such rules fail to classify a large enough subset
of the test instances, the classification of PRIM degenerates into random guesses.
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Table 3.8: Prediction accuracies of experiments conducted on message-specific attributes
Tag
Author-2-35
Author-10-26
Author-100-10
DayPeriod-2-34
DayPeriod-4-17
Receiver-2-35
Receiver-10-26

Term-based feature set
k-NN
NB PRIM SVM
100.0 100.0
98.7 100.0
98.7 100.0
74.4
99.9
88.3
89.9
44.0
99.7
66.2
71.6
48.8
60.7
34.6
47.6
25.4
39.6
60.0
75.0
51.6
67.0
25.1
40.9
21.8
41.1

Style-based feature set
k-NN NB PRIM SVM
98.3 99.7
92.9
97.1
84.0 89.1
51.7
97.1
31.2 29.7
5.8
78.9
59.9 63.8
54.3
59.6
30.7 38.9
28.5
41.6
58.5 60.5
53.7
53.4
12.4 11.2
9.2
10.6

3.6.4 Message-Specific Attributes

Table 3.8 summarizes the prediction accuracies of experiments conducted on the
message-specific attributes. The identity of the author is predicted with perfect accuracy for two and 10 authors using term-based feature sets. The prediction accuracy
drops to 99.7% even when the number of users is increased to 100. The experiments
for predicting the identity of the author of a message show that each author has a distinct communication style and word selection habits. The use of style-based feature
sets also show that the receiver of a message and the time period the message is written is also predictable. The receiver of a message is predicted with 75.0% and 40.9%
accuracy for the Receiver-2-25 and Receiver-10-26 test cases, respectively. The classification accuracies for the DayPeriod-2-34 and DayPeriod-4-37 test cases are 71.6%
and 47.6%, respectively. Table 3.9 also summarizes the significance tests conducted
on message-specific attributes.

The use of style-based feature sets perform equally with term-based feature sets
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Table 3.9: Significance analysis conducted on message-specific attributes

Tag
Author-2-35
Author-10-26
Author-100-10
DayPeriod-2-34
DayPeriod-4-17
Receiver-2-35
Receiver-10-26

Term-based feature set
z-score
p-value
5.24
1.5e-7
13.37
7.1e-73
27.19
3.3e-318
3.30
1.9e-3
2.32
3.9e-3
2.39
2.0e-3
6.18
5.2e-9

Style-based feature set
z-score
p-value
4.79
1.2e-5
13.12
9.2e-69
24.16
2.5e-200
1.46
1.8e-1
1.80
7.6e-2
1.20
2.4e-1
1.42
3.6e-1

when the number of classes is small. However, as the number of classes increases,
the decrease in the prediction accuracy is more significant when using style-based
feature sets than using term-based feature sets. The reason of this rapid decrease in
the prediction accuracies is that the dimensionality of the style-based feature sets are
much smaller than that of the term-based feature sets; and as the number of classes
increases, all classifiers exhibit difficulties in differentiating the instances of different
categories.

Contrary to the results of the experiments employed using the term-based feature
sets, the receiver and day period of a message can only be predicted almost with random accuracy using a style-based feature set. This interesting finding shows that the
vocabulary use of a person is dependent on the target and the time of the message while
the communication style is only dependent on the person writing that message.

For predicting the message-specific attributes, NB and SVM achieve best results
among all classifiers. While both classifiers perform similarly for small number of
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classes, the experiments on the authors’ identity show that as the number of classes
increases SVM performs better than NB. The PRIM classifier performs the worst for
all attributes for both term- and style based feature sets.

3.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, the predictability of various user- and message-specific attributes in
electronic discourse is examined. Specifically, the word selection and message organization of chat users are investigated by conducting experiments over a large real-life
chat dataset. Our observations show that many characteristics of chat users and messages can be predicted using their word selection and writing habits. The experiments
point out that some attributes have recognizable traces on the linguistic preferences of
an author. A possible alternative view to the chat mining problem is to examine how
the linguistic traits of a person effect the writing style. In this section, we take this
alternative view and discuss how a person’s attributes affect his writing style.

Table 3.10 shows the set of most discriminative terms for different attributes. As
chat conversations occur in a spontaneous environment, the use of slang words and
mispellings is frequent. Two different users may write the same word quite differently.
For example, the word “something” (spelled as “birsey” in Turkish with ASCII characters) is used in its syntactically correct form by the user “Andromeda” while “Paprika”
uses a slang version (“bishiy” in Turkish with ASCII characters) of the same word in
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Table 3.10: The most discriminating words for each attribute. The discriminative
power of each word is calculated using the χ2 statistic
Attribute name
Author

BirthYear

DayPeriod
Domain

Gender

Example Class
Andromeda
Paprika
Taru
1979
1978
Afternoon
Evening
.edu
.com
male
female

Receiver

Celefin

School

Kebikec
Ege Univ.
Bilkent Univ.
METU Univ.

The most discriminating words
byes (bye – slang), ok, birsey (something)
diil (nothing – misspelled), ehe (hah – slang)
bishiy (something – misspelled)
hmm (emoticon), dakika (minute), ha (hah!)
dusunuyon (thinking – misspelled), ucuza (cheaply
acar (opens)
onemli (important), demek (then), git (go)
kusura (fault), uzgunum (I’m sorry), lutfen (please)
geceler (nights), hosca (finely), grad (graduate)
git (go), gelir (comes – 2nd person), saat (clock)
cikardin (you displace – 2nd person), muhabbet (chat)
karsindaki (opposite)
abi (brother), olm (buddy – misspelled)
lazim (required)
ayyy (ohhh!), kocam (my husband)
sevgilimin (my lover’s)
olm (buddy – misspelled), falan (so)
yaw (hey! – misspelled)
hmm (a notification), seker (sugar), adam (man)
Ege (a region), Bornova (a city in Agea region)
Izmirde (in Izmir, a city in Agea region)
Bilkent (Univ. Name), BCC (Bilkent Computer Center)
Bilkentte (in Bilkent)
ODTU (univ. Name in Turkish), METU (Univ. name)
yurtlar (dormitories)

his messages. The receiver of a message also affects the word selection habits. Some
users tend to receive messages containing more slang words than others. The vocabulary use is additionally affected from the period of the day. Our observations show
that during the day hours, users tend to converse more politely, using apologetic words
more frequently.
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The user-specific attributes also affect the word selection habits. The most discriminative words of the users connected from the “.edu” domain contain more inquiries
and imperatives. On the contrary, the users connected from the “.com” domain employ
mostly responses and second person references. The users of the “.com” domain tend
to use shorter words than the users connected from other domains in their conversations. Another attribute that clearly affects the vocabulary of a user is gender. It is
apparent that males tend to use more decisive, dominating sentences using words that
can be considered as slang while female conversations involve more content-dependent
words and emoticons (e.g., Ayyy!). These findings show similarities with the findings
presented in (160). The most discriminative words for the classes of user’s educational
environment are mostly dominated by the regional terms. In Table 3.10, the most discriminating words of users from three universities in different regions are given. The
vocabulary of the users contain many location-specific terms and is clearly affected by
the location of the university and its facilities.

The stylistic analysis also provides interesting results. Each chat user expresses
himself/herself using an almost-unique and identifiable set of linguistic preferences.
The messages of three different users is examined in order to present their stylistic
differences. The user named “Andromeda” employs smileys and average-length words
more than others, while “Paprika” tend to converse using shorter messages, prevent
using punctuation marks, smileys, and function words. The user “Taru” communicates
with longer messages containing a large number of punctuation marks and function
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words. The time of a message also affects the style and vocabulary of a message. During the day hours, messages are generally shorter and contain less auxiliary elements
such as smileys and punctuation marks, while during the night hours the messages tend
to be longer containing many function words and punctuation marks.

The writing style shows variations between different domains. The users connected
from the “.edu” domain have a smaller vocabulary and use punctuation marks and
numerals frequently. On the contrary, the users of the “.com” domain have a larger
vocabulary, use a small number of numerals, and write longer messages. The educational environment of a user is another factor that affects the writing style. The users
from different universities prefer to use separate sets of smileys. The style of a person
is also affected by his/her gender. In general, female users prefer longer and content
bearing words. They also prefer shorter sentences than male users and omit the use
of stopwords and punctuation marks. Long messages and use of short words are most
discriminating stylistic characteristics of male users. The use of style-based feature
sets prove to be more effective than the use of term-based feature sets for determining
the birth year of an author. This result also shows that the age group of an individual
is an important factor that affects the stylistic characteristics of a person’s messages.
The experiments conducted for determining the birth year attribute of a user show that
younger users mostly have a smaller vocabulary. Additionally, as (119) also pointed
out, younger users prefer using smileys more than older users.

Chapter 4

A Parallel Framework for
In-Memory Construction of
Term-Partitioned Inverted Indexes

4.1 Introduction
The evolution of communication technologies in recent years gave rise to a rapid increase in the amount of textual digital information and the demand to search over this
type of information. One of the largest industries of our era, the searching industry,
has flourished around these demands.
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Inverted indexes, due to their superior performance in answering phrase
queries (128), are the most commonly used data structures in Web search systems.
An inverted index consists of two parts: a vocabulary and inverted lists. The vocabulary contains the collection of distinct terms, which are composed of character strings
(words) that occur in the documents of the collection. For each term in the vocabulary,
there is an associated inverted list, or posting list. The inverted list for a term is a list
of postings, where a posting contains an identifier for a document that contains that
term. Depending on the granularity of information, the frequency and the exact term
positions may also be stored in the postings.

Inverted index data structure is quite simple, yet Web-scale generation of a global
inverted index is very costly due to the size, distributed nature and growth/change rate
of the Web data (35). Fast and efficient index construction schemes are required to
provide fresh and up-to-date information to users. Furthermore, since the data to be
indexed is crawled and stored by distributed or parallel systems (due to performance
and scalability reasons), parallel index construction techniques are essential.

There are two major partitioning schemes used in distributing the inverted index
on parallel systems: document-based and term-based partitioning. In document-based
partitioning, the documents are assigned to index servers and all the postings related
with the assigned documents are stored in a particular index server. In term-based
partitioning, each term in the vocabulary and the related inverted lists are assigned to
an index server.
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Almost all of the major search engines use document-based partitioning due to
the ease in parallel index construction of document-based partitioned inverted indexes.
Term-based partitioning on the other hand has advantages that can be exploited for
better query processing (108). In this study, we propose an efficient parallel index
construction framework that can be used for generating term-based partitioned inverted
indexes starting from a document-based partitioned collection most possibly generated
via a parallel crawling of Web documents.

4.1.1 Related Work

Early studies on index construction are focused around disk-based algorithms designed
for sequential systems (59; 106; 154). In (154), authors present a method that traverses
the disk-based document collection twice; once for generating a term-based partition
to divide the work into loads, and once for inverting the dataset iteratively for each pass
defined in the previous pass. The emphasis is on using as little memory as possible.
In (106), authors use a multi-way, in-place, external merge algorithm for inverted index
construction with less primary memory. In (59), authors propose an in-memory index
construction method for disk-based inverted indexes where the document set is divided
into batches that are inverted in memory and then merged and written into disk. In their
work, authors facilitate the use of compression in order to achieve a more effective
inversion.
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More recent works on sequential systems are mainly focused on on-line incremental updates over disk-based inverted indexes (29; 91). In (29), the authors propose a
hybrid indexing technique. The proposed method merges small posting lists with the
already existing index, while using posting list re-allocation for large posting lists. The
authors also propose two in-place merge techniques for updating long posting lists.
In (91), the authors evaluate two index maintenance strategies and propose alternatives for improving these strategies. These improvements are based on over-allocation
of posting lists and keeping incremental updates within vocabulary before index remerging.

The following studies on index construction (48; 69; 104; 108; 120; 121; 135),
extend disk-based techniques for parallel systems. In (48), a document-based allocation scheme for inverted indexes is presented. The authors emphasize both storage
balance and inter-processor communication times and try to minimize both using genetic algorithms. In (69), the authors evaluate the effects of term- and document-based
partitioning methods on a shared-everything architecture. They use query statistics to
balance the required I/O times among processors on a disk-based architecture.

In (120) and (121), the authors present a disk-based parallel index construction algorithm, where initially the local document collections are inverted by all processors in
parallel. The processors generate a global vocabulary on a host processor and the host
processor divides the document collection among all processors in lexicographic order
assuming global knowledge over the document collection. The authors also analyze
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the merging phase of the inverted lists in (121), presenting three algorithms. In their
work, the authors mainly focus on the parallel generation of the distributed index and
the communication costs are not taken into consideration.

In (135), the author describes an index inversion framework for distributed information retrieval systems. Although the method presented in (135) achieves storage
balance among processors, it does not consider minimizing the communication loads
of the processors. In (135), it is also assumed that it is possible for the inverted indexes
to be incrementally updated over time, and specialized data structures for minimizing
the index update times are proposed. The cost of the inversion process is also emphasized, and four different index inversion methods are presented. In (104), the authors
again start from a document partitioned collection and use a software-pipelined architecture to invert document collections. The collection is divided into runs, and for
each run, documents are parsed, inverted, sorted, and flushed into disk in a pipelined
fashion. In (108), the authors propose a load balancing strategy in a term-partitioned
inverted index on a pipelined query processing architecture (107). In (108), both replication of inverted lists and a query statistics-based assignment scheme is presented,
yielding up to %30 net query throughput improvements.
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4.1.2 Motivation and Contributions

We would like to repeat a catchy phrase often credited to Jim Gray: “Memory is the
new disk, disk is the new tape”. With the advent of 64-bit architectures, huge memory
spaces are available to single machines and even very large inverted indexes can fit
into the total distributed memory of a cluster of such systems, enabling memory-based
index construction. Furthermore, cloud computing systems such as Amazon EC2 are
commercially available today. They offer leasing of virtual machines without owning
and maintenance costs and thus ease the utilization and management of large cluster of
servers. Thus, we believe that the benefits of parallel index construction is not limited
to dividing and distributing the computational task to different processors. The current
advances in network technologies, cloud computing and the high availability of low
cost memory provides an excellent medium for memory resident solutions for parallel
index construction.

In this work, we extend our previously proposed in-memory parallel inverted index
construction scheme (83) and compare the effects of different communication-memory
organization schemes to the parallel inversion time. In our framework, we propose to
avoid the communication costs associated with global vocabulary construction with a
term-to-bucket assignment schema. This schema prevents term information to be sent
to a host, where a reasonable term-to-processor assignment would be computed using
the term distribution among processors, thus avoiding a possible bottleneck of communication. Furthermore, term-to-bucket partitioning allows the framework to completely
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avoid creating a global vocabulary, eliminating the need of a further communication
phase.

We also investigate several assignment heuristics for improving the final storage
balance, the final query processing loads, and the communication costs of inverted
index construction. Here, storage balance is important since we are trying to build a
memory-based inverted index. Query processing load balance is important since the
reason for building the inverted index is for faster query processing and this can be
done better if the loads of the processors are balanced. Finally, the communication
cost is important since it effects the running time of parallel inversion.

Furthermore, we investigate the effects of various communication-memory organization schemes. Since parallel inversion is a communication-bound process, we
observe that the utilization of the communication-memory and the network has significant effects on the overall inversion time. Our findings indicate that, dividing the
communication memory into 2 × K buffers, where K of which are used for sending
messages and the remaining K are used for receiving messages, yields the best performance. This is due to the fact that this communication-memory organization scheme
maximizes the communication/computation overlap.
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Finally, we test the performance of the proposed schemes by performing both simulations and actual parallel inversion of a realistic Web dataset and report our observations. Our contributions in this work are prior to optimizations such as compression (165). However, it is possible to apply data compression to the proposed model,
making it possible to work with even larger data collections.

The organization of this chapter is as follows: In Section 4.2, we introduce the
memory-resident distributed index inversion problem and describe our framework. In
Section 4.3, we provide our overall parallel inversion scheme. In Section 4.4, we describe the investigated assignment schemes in detail. In Section 4.5, we present several
memory organization schemes in order to reduce the communication time and discuss
their advantages and disadvantages. We provide our experiments, their analysis, and
extensive discussions on the results of our experiments in Section 4.6. Finally, in Section 4.7 we conclude and discuss some future work.

4.2 Framework
Most of the largest text document collections that are actively in use today are Webbased. These repositories are mainly created and used by Web search engines. An
important consideration in the design of parallel index construction systems should
be their applicability to such real life data collections. In this work, our efforts are
based on presenting an efficient and scalable index construction framework specifically
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designed for Web-based document collections.

Parallel search engines collect Web pages to be indexed via distributed Web
Crawlers (26). In general, at the end of a crawling session, a document-based partition of the whole document collection is obtained, where each part is stored in a
physically separate repository (26). The state-of-the-art approach to distributing the
crawling and storage tasks uses a site-hash-based assignment, where the site names of
pages are hashed and documents are assigned to repositories according to those hash
values (18; 36; 34).

The framework presented in this study has three assumptions on the initial data
distribution. First, the initial document collection is assumed to be distributed among
the processors of a parallel system. That is, each processor is assumed to have a portion of the crawled Web documents and maintain information about only its own local
dataset. Thus in this work, no processor contains a global view of the document collection. Second, each processor is assumed to contain a disjoint set of documents.
This means that the overall system contains no replica of any document. Third, the
Web pages are assumed to be distributed among these processors using a site-based
hashing. That is, all pages from a site are assigned to a single processor, hence each
site is assumed to be an atomic storage task. Consequently, the initial storage loads of
the processors are not necessarily perfectly balanced. These three assumptions are in
concordance with the output format of general purpose crawling systems.
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In this framework, the objective of parallel index construction is to generate a final
term-partitioned parallel inverted index from a document-partitioned collection stored
on a distributed shared-nothing architecture. The final term-partitioned inverted index
will also be stored in a distributed fashion in order to allow both inter- and intra-query
parallelism on query processing. In this context, our approach has similarities with
parallel matrix transpose operations.

4.3 Parallel Inversion
Our inversion scheme starts with a document-based initial partition. Such an initial
document-based partition is depicted in Figure 4.1(a). Our overall parallel inversion
scheme has the following phases:

• Local inverted index construction: Each processor generates a local inverted
index from its local document collection. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.1(b). Note that inverted lists for some terms can appear in multiple processors.
• TermBucket-to-processor assignment: Each processor uses hashing to find a
deterministic assignment of terms into a pre-determined number buckets. Buckets are used to randomly group inverted lists so that the communication costs in
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the termBucket-to-processor assignment phase is reduced. All processors communicate the sizes of their term buckets to the host processor. The host processor
generates a termBucket-to-processor mapping under the constraint that in the final assignment, the storage and query processing load balance is achieved and
communication cost is minimized. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.1(c).
Note that many buckets exist in multiple processors due to the initial document
partitioning.
• Inverted list exchange-and-merge: The processors communicate appropriate
parts of their local inverted indexes in an all-to-all fashion. This process is
illustrated in Figure 4.1(d). The remaining local inverted index portions are
merged with the received portions and final inverted index is generated. The
final term-partitioned inverted index of the initial document-partitioned index in
Figure 4.1(b) can be seen in Figure 4.1(e).

4.3.1 Local Inverted Index Construction

In the local inverted index construction phase, each processor generates a local vocabulary and local inverted lists from its local document collection. Since each processor
only contain a unique subset of documents, this operation can be achieved concurrently without any communication. In this phase, the local vocabularies and inverted
list sizes are determined and each term is given a unique identifier. In our local index
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(b) Local inverted index construction.

(d) Inverted list exchange-and-merge.

(e) Final term-partitioned index

Figure 4.1: Phases of the index inversion process.
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construction scheme, the local document collection is read twice. In the first pass,
the local vocabularies and inverted list sizes are determined and each term is given a
unique identifier. The memory required for local inverted lists is allocated according
to the determined inverted list sizes. In the second pass, the document collection is
parsed and stored in the respective inverted lists.

4.3.2 TermBucket-to-Processor Assignment

After the local inversion phase, processors contain a document-based partitioned inverted index. In this partition, processors contain different portions of inverted lists for
each term. In order to create a term-based partitioned inverted index, each inverted list,
in its full form, should be accumulated in one of the processors. To this end, each term
in the global vocabulary should be assigned to a particular processor.

This term-to-processor assignment depicts an inverted index partitioning problem.
A suitable index partitioning can be defined by many different criteria. In this work,
we set the following quality metrics for a “good” term-to-processor assignment:

QM1: Balancing the “expected” query processing loads of processors.
QM2: Balancing the storage loads of processors.
QM3: Reducing the communication overhead during the inversion process through
minimizing:
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(a) Total communication volume.
(b) Communication load of the maximally loaded processor.

The final query processing loads of processors indicate the amount of processing
that a processor is expected to perform once the inversion is finished and the query
processing begins. We can estimate this load utilizing previous query logs.

The storage balance of processors guarantees an even distribution of the final inverted index allowing larger indexes to fit in the same set of processors.

Since inversion is a communication-bound process, the minimization of the communication overhead ensures that the inverted list exchange phase of the parallel inversion process takes less time. In this work, minimization of the communication
overhead is modeled as the minimization of total communication volume while maintaining the balance on the communication loads of the processors. These are the two
commonly used quality metrics that determine the communication performance of a
task-to-processor assignment when the message latency overhead remains negligible
compared to the message volume overhead (147), (23), which is the case for parallel
index inversion.

To optimize the above-mentioned metrics, we investigate existing assignment
schemes, comment on possible enhancements over these schemes, and propose a novel
assignment scheme which performs better than its’ counterparts. Our discussions about
bucket-to-processor assignment schemes are explained in detail in Section 4.4.
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For the purpose of finding a suitable term-to-processor assignment, the previous
works in the literature either assume the existence of a global vocabulary or generate
a global vocabulary from the local vocabularies. The global vocabulary can be created
by sending each term string, in its word form, to a host processor, where they are
assigned global term-ids, and these global term-ids are broadcasted to all processors.
However in such a scheme, a particular term would be sent to the host machine by
all processors if all processors contain that specific term. Our observations indicate
that the cost of such an expensive communication stage is proportional to the cost of
inverted list exchange phase. Furthermore, since the host processor receives all the
communication, it constitutes a serious bottleneck.

In this work, we propose a novel and intelligent scheme that enables us to avoid
global vocabulary construction cost. We propose to group terms into buckets prior to
the term-to-processor assignment. Using string hashing functions, each word in a local vocabulary is assigned to a bucket. Afterwards, only the bucket size information
is sent to the host processor. The host processor computes a termBucket-to-processor
assignment, which induces a term-to-processor assignment, and broadcasts this information to the processors. The effect of bucket processing order on the quality of the
assignment is not investigated in this work and the same random bucket processing
order is used in evaluating the assignment schemes. We should also note here that it
is not necessary to build a global index at the host processor ever. It suffices for the
host processor to store only a bucket-to-processor assignment array. Whenever the host
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processor receives a query term, all it has to do is to compute the hash of the term, find
the bucket for that term and forward the term to the owner processor of the bucket.

4.3.3 Inverted List Exchange-and-Merge

At the end of the termBucket-to-processor assignment phase, all bucket-to-processor
assignments are broadcast to the processors by host processor, so that each processor
is aware of the bucket-to-processor assignments. In order to create a term-partitioned
inverted index, the document-based partitioned local inverted list portions should be
communicated between processors in such a way that the whole posting list of each
term resides in one of the processors. To this end, all processors should exchange their
inverted lists portions in an all-to-all fashion. However, utilizing termBuckets instead
of terms for assignment dictates a major change (and an additional cost) in the inverted
list exchange-and-merge phase.

Since termBucket-to-Processor assignment prevents the need of creating a global
vocabulary, when a processor receives a posting list portion of a term from another
processor, it also requires additional information to identify the posting list it receives.
To this end, upon sending the posting list portions, the processors should also send
the associated term, in its word form, to the receiving processor. Due to this, the allto-all inverted list exchange communication becomes slightly more costly. However,
since the processor-to-host bottleneck due to global vocabulary construction is already
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avoided, the performance degradation in all-to-all inverted list exchange communication is more than compensated. Furthermore, this vocabulary exchange is distributed
among all processors evenly, further reducing its overhead.

The inverted list exchange between processors is achieved in two steps. First,
terms, in their word form, and their posting sizes are communicated. This is done
by an all-to-all personalized communication phase, where each processor receives a
single message from each other processor. At the end of this step, all processors obtain
their final local vocabularies and can reserve space for their final local inverted index
structures. Second, inverted list portions are exchanged in bucket id order, and within
the buckets in alphabetical order. This step is again performed as an all-to-all personalized communication. However, since this step consumes significant amount of time,
the inverted list portions are sent via multiple messages. Memory organization and
communication scheme used in this phase is explained in detail in Section 4.5. At the
end of inverted list exchange, the remaining inverted lists, and obtained inverted lists
for each term are merged and written into their reserved spaces in memory.

4.4 Term-to-Processor Assignment Schemes
In this section, we try to solve the termBucket-to-processor assignment problem with
the objectives of minimizing the communication overhead during the inversion and
maintaining a balance on the query processing and storage loads of processors after
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the inversion. We present adaptations of two previously proposed assignment algorithms (9) to the problem at hand, discuss the shortcomings of these algorithms and
propose a novel assignment algorithm that provides superior parallel performance.

In the forthcoming discussions we use the following notations: The vocabulary
of terms is indicated with T . Due to the initial site-hash-based crawling assumption,
the posting list of each term tj ∈ T is distributed among the K processors. In this
distribution, wk (tj ) denotes the size of the posting list portion of term tj that resides
in processor pk at the beginning of the inversion, whereas wtot (tj ) =

PK

k=1 wk (tj )

denotes the total posting list size of term tj .
We assume that prior to bucket-to-processor assignment, each processor has built
its local inverted index Ik and partitioned the vocabulary T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } containing n terms, into a predetermined number m of buckets. The number of buckets m is
selected such that m ≪ n and m ≫ K. Let

B = Π(T ) = {T1 = b1 , T2 = b2 , . . . , Tm = bm }.

(4.1)

denote a random term-to-bucket partition, where Ti denotes the set of terms that are
assigned to bucket bi . In this partition, wtot (bi ) denotes the total size of the posting lists
of terms that belong to bi and wk (bi ) denotes the total size of the posting list portions of
terms that belong to bi and that reside in processor pk at the beginning of the inversion.
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We also assume that we are given a query set Q where each query q ∈ Q is a subset
of T , i.e., q ⊂ T . The number of queries that a term tj is requested by is denoted with
f (tj ).
In an m-bucket and K-processor system, the bucket-to-processor assignment can
be represented via a K-way partition

Π(B) = {B1 , B2 , . . . , Bk }.

(4.2)

of the buckets among the processors. The quality of a bucket-to-processor assignment
Π(B) is measured in terms of three metrics: The query processing load balance (QM1),
storage load balance (QM2) and the communication cost (QM3). The query processing
load QP (pk ) of a processor pk induced by the assignment Π(B) is defined as follows:

QP (pk ) =

X X

wtot (tj ) × f (tj ).

(4.3)

bi ∈Bk tj ∈bi

The storage load S(pk ) of a processor pk induced by the assignment Π(B) is defined
as follows:

S(pk ) =

X X

bi ∈Bk tj ∈bi

wtot (tj ).

(4.4)
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The communication cost of a processor pk induced by the assignment Π(B) has two
components. Each processor must receive all portions of the buckets assigned to it
from other processors. Thus total reception cost/volume of a processor pk is:

Recv(pk ) =

X X

(wtot (tj ) − wk (tj )).

(4.5)

bi ∈Bk tj ∈bi

Each processor must also send all postings that are not assigned to it to some other
processor. The total transmission cost of pk is represented by Send(pk ) and is defined
as:

Send(pk ) =

X X

wk (tj )

(4.6)

bi 6∈Bk tj ∈bi

The total communication cost of a processor is defined as:

Comm(pk ) = Send(pk ) + Recv(pk )

(4.7)

4.4.1 Minimum Communication Assignment (MCA)

MCA algorithm minimizes the total communication volume while ignoring storage
and communication balancing (9). The MCA scheme is based on the following simple
observation. If a termBucket is assigned to the processor that contains the largest
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portion of the inverted lists of the terms belonging to that bucket, the total message
volume incurred due to this assignment will be minimized. Thus, if we assign each
termBucket bi ∈ B to the processor pk that has the largest wk (bi ) value, the total volume
of communication for this term will be minimized. By assigning all terms using the
above criteria, an assignment with global minimum total communication volume can
be achieved.

4.4.2 Balanced-Load Minimum Communication Assignment (BLMCA)

The BLMCA scheme is an effort to incorporate storage balancing to MCA (9). In
this scheme, termBuckets are iteratively assigned to processors. In BLMCA, for each
termBucket, first the target processor that will incur the minimal total communication is determined using the criteria in MCA scheme. If assignment of the particular
termBucket to that processor does not make the storage loads of the processors more
skewed (does not increase the maximum storage load of all processors) at that iteration,
the assignment proceeds as in MCA scheme. Otherwise, the termBucket is assigned to
the minimally loaded processor.

4.4.3 Energy-Based Assignment (EA)

In BLMCA, two separate cost metrics are evaluated: The storage load balance and total
communication cost. However, at each iteration, only one of these metrics is chosen
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to be optimized. Furthermore, both MCA and BLMCA models the communication
cost as the total communication volume and disregards the maximum communication
volume of a single processor. In order to minimize the maximum communication cost
of a processor, we should consider both the reception cost of the assigned processor
and the transmission costs of all other processors.

In the EA scheme, we propose a model that prioritizes reducing the maximum
communication cost of processors as well as maintaining storage and query processing
load balance. To this end we define the energy E of an assignment Π(B). This energy
definition is based on the storage loads, query processing loads and communication
costs of processors. Recall that Comm(pk ) of a processor incorporates both reception
and transmission costs of processor pk . We define two different energy functions for a
given termBucket-to-processor assignment Π(B):

E 1 (Π(B)) = Max{Max1≤k≤K {Comm(pk )},
(4.8)

Max1≤k≤K {S(pk )},
Max1≤k≤K {QP (pk )}}

2

E (Π(B)) =

K
X
1

2

(Comm(pk )) +

K
X
1

2

(S(pk )) +

K
X
1

(QP (pk ))2

(4.9)
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Utilizing these two energy functions, we propose a constructive algorithm that assigns termBuckets to processors in a successive fashion. The termBuckets are processed in some order, and the energy increase in the system by K possible assignments of each bucket are considered. The assignment that incurs the minimum energy
increase is performed. That is, for the assignment of a termBucket bi in the given order,
we select the assignment that minimizes

E(Π(Bi−1 ∪ {bi })) − E(Π(Bi−1 )).

(4.10)

where Bi−1 denotes the set of already assigned termBuckets.
We should note here that proposed energy-based assignment schemes also have
the nice property of being easily adaptable for incremental index updates. To enable
this feature at the end of inversion process, it is sufficient to store the energy levels of
each process. These values then can be used to perform (re)assignment of indexes in
an incremental fashion. The minimization of inversion time feature of these schemes
would be very helpful in minimizing the incremental update time as well. However,
we should note that enabling incremental update in these schemes would necessitate
the construction of a global vocabulary on the server node.
We consider both E 1 and E 2 energy definitions and report the results of both
schemes in our experiments. We call the E 1 -based assignment scheme as E 1 A and
the E 2 -based assignment scheme as E 2 A.
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4.5 Communication-Memory Organization
In the final stage of the memory-based parallel inverted index construction, the portions of each posting list are communicated between processors to accumulate each
posting list in one processor, where they would be merged in order to construct the
final inverted index. This phase can be summarized as an all-to-all personalized communication phase with different number of messages and total message sizes. In this
phase, each processor should identify local posting list portions to be sent to other
processors, prepare message buffers to send them using the available memory for this
communication and send them to the target processors. At the same time, each processor should retrieve posting list portions assigned to them from other processors and
merge them in order to generate the final posting lists.

Posting list exchange operation requires intensive communication between processors and dominates the total time required to complete the index inversion. An important question when communicating the posting list portions is how to use/organize
the available memory so that the communication phase takes the least possible time.
In this work, we evaluate four different communication memory organization schemes
and their impact on total run time of index inversion. These schemes are:
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• 1-Send 1-Receive buffer scheme (1s1r)
• 1-Send (K-1)-Receive buffer scheme (1sKr)
• (K-1)-Send 1-Receive buffer scheme (Ks1r)
• (K-1)-Send (K-1)-Receive buffer scheme (KsKr)

In investigating different communication-memory organization schemes, we assume that the total memory spared for communication is fixed, say M. In 1s1r, the
communication memory is split into one send and one receive buffer, each with size
M/2. In 1sKr and Ks1r, the memory is split into K buffers each with size M/K.
In 1sKr, one of these buffers is used as a send buffer and the remaining K-1 buffers
are reserved for receiving messages from other processors. In Ks1r, each processor
maintains one receive buffer and K-1 send buffers, which are reserved for sending
messages to other processors. In KsKr, the memory is split into (2×K) −2 buffers
each with size M/((2×K)−2). K-1 of these buffers are reserved as send buffers as in
Ks1r, while the other K-1 buffers are reserved as receive buffers as in 1sKr.
In all of these schemes, the communication commences through several stages.
First, all processors issue non-blocking receives for each receive buffer. Then, each
processor starts preparing the outgoing send buffer(s). During this preparation, the
vocabulary of the local inverted index is traversed in order to copy the local posting
list portions to the send buffer(s). Whenever a send buffer is full, the owner processor
issues a blocking send operation. Blocking send operation stalls all computation on
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the sender-side until the send operation is successfully completed. Upon receiving
a message, each processor starts emptying its respective receive buffer by copying
the received posting list portions to the final inverted index, effectively finalizing the
merge of posting list portions. After the merging phase is completed, processors issue
a new non-blocking receive in order to receive any remaining messages from other
processors, and restart filling their send buffers.

4.5.1 1-Send (1s) versus (K-1)-Send (Ks) Buffer Schemes

In the 1s buffer schemes, in order to prepare messages to be sent to other processors, all
posting list portions targeted to a specific processor should be put into the single send
buffer prior to sending it. For a single target processor, in order to send all required
posting list portions, the vocabularies of each local inverted index must be traversed
once. As each processor probably requires to communicate with all other processors,
preparation of the send buffers requires K-1 traversals over the local inverted index.
On the other hand, in the Ks buffer schemes, in order to prepare outgoing messages, only one traversal of the local inverted index is sufficient. In this traversal, the
processor would pick any outgoing posting list portion and place it into the appropriate
send buffer. Once one of the send buffers is full, the communication can commence.
However, using blocking sends ultimately results in stalling the process every time a
send is issued, reducing the processor utilization.
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4.5.2 1-Receive (1r) versus (K-1)-Receive (Kr) Buffer Schemes

In 1r schemes, the communication memory is fairly utilized, whereas in Kr schemes,
the utilization of the communication memory depends on the number of messages
received by each processor and may be poor for most of the processors. In 1sKr, since
there can be only K messages over the network at any time, only K of the K×(K−1)
receive buffers would be actively used. In this case, K×(K−2) unused receive buffers
are left idle, leaving the (K−2)×M of the total K×M memory unused. In KsKr, since
there is K-1 send buffers, the processors can produce enough messages to actively use
most of the K ×(K −1) receive buffers, resulting with a more utilized communication
memory.
In Kr schemes, since each processor has a specific receive buffer for all other
processors, cycles in the communication dependency graph do not cause deadlocks.
However, in 1r schemes, depending on the communication order, cycles in the communication dependency graph may cause deadlocks. To avoid these deadlocks, we can
utilize non-blocking sends instead of blocking sends. Non-blocking sends allow a processor to continue processing after a send is issued without the need of waiting it to
finalize, thus avoiding any possible deadlocks. However, the issued send still requires
its particular send buffer to be intact. As a result, the processor should again be halted
in case a local posting list is required to be written in that send buffer. For this reason,
each send buffer is locked after a send, and all such buffers are probed after each messaging iteration. If a send buffer is released after a successful send, the lock is freed
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allowing the processor to issue writes into that send buffer again.
In Ks1r, whenever a non-blocking send is issued, it is possible to fill other send
buffers, allowing computation to overlap with communication. However, in 1s1r, deadlock avoidance via non-blocking sends may cause poor performance since there is only
one send buffer and it is not possible to overwrite the contents of this buffer until the
non-blocking send is completed, causing the computation to be stalled.

It is also possible to avoid deadlocks in 1s1r scheme by employing a BSP-like (148)
communication/computation pattern and by ensuring that no two processors send messages to the same processor in any given communication step. In 1s1r, since K-1
traversals over the local inverted index is required for each processor, it is possible
to divide the computation into K-1 traversal steps and communicate at the end of
each computation step. We can also freely choose the communication order in such a
scheme. By exploiting this freedom, we can find a communication schedule that avoids
deadlocks. Minimizing the number of communication steps induced by this schedule
corresponds to minimizing the total inversion time of the proposed BSP-like scheme.

In this work, we show that the problem of finding a communication schedule with
minimum number of steps can be reduced to the “Open Shop Scheduling Problem”
(OSP). In OSP, there are |J| jobs and |W | workstations. Each job ji ∈ J has to visit
all workstations and perform a different task. There is an associated time t(ji , wk ) for
finishing job ji at workstation wk ∈ W . No restrictions are placed on the execution
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order of jobs and it is given that no job can be carried out simultaneously on more than
one workstation.

In (54), the authors proposed an optimal algorithm to find minimum finish time in
an OSP. This is achieved by constructing a bipartite graph from the jobs and workstations, iteratively finding complete matchings over this graph, and modifying the graph
by decreasing edge weights of edges in the discovered matching by the smallest edge
weight until no more complete matchings can be found. Finding a complete matching
ensures that no two jobs are assigned to the same workstation, while no two workstations are working on the same job at any time.

The posting list exchange and merge phase of index inversion process can also be
modeled using the above mentioned algorithm. In the parallel index inversion problem,
each processor has to send inverted list portions to other processors. The send operation
of inverted list portions corresponds to jobs in the scheduling problem. Also, each send
should be received by a processor and merged into the final inverted lists. In that sense,
each processor also functions as a workstation in the scheduling problem. There are
two associated vertexes, one job vertex and one workstation vertex, for each processor
in the bipartite graph. That is, the send responsibilities of processors constitute the
jobs and the receive responsibilities of processors constitute the workstations. If a
processor pi has to send a message to processor pj , there is an associated edge between
the job vertex of pi and workstation vertex of pj and the number of the messages to
be sent from pi to pj is the weight of this edge. In this model, each match found on
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the constructed graph correspond to a schedule step, where finding an optimal finish
time schedule defines an optimal communication schedule with least possible number
of communication steps.

4.6 Experiments

4.6.1 Experimental Framework

We conducted our experiments on a realistic dataset obtained by crawling educational
sites across America. The raw size of the dataset is 30 GB and contains 1,883,037
pages from 18,997 different sites. The biggest site contains 10,352 pages while average
number of pages per site is 99.1. The vocabulary of the dataset consists of 3,325,075
distinct terms. There are 787,221,668 words in the dataset. The size of the inverted
index generated from the dataset is 2.8 GB. For query load balancing purposes, we
used a syntetically generated query log of 1,000,000 distinct queries each of which
contains 1 to 7 terms. In our experiments, we used a fixed number of buckets in
termBucket-to-processor assignment and set the number of buckets to 10,000.

We tested the performance of the proposed assignment schemes in two different
ways: First we report the relative performances of the assignment schemes in terms of
the quality metrics described in Section 4.3.2 through simulations. In simulations we
theoretically compute the assignment of terms to processors and compute the storage,
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query processing, and communication costs of the assignment without performing actual parallel inversion. The simulation experiments are conducted for K={4, 8, 16, 32,
64, 128} values on a Sun AMD-opteron machine with 128GB of RAM.

Second, we provide a set of experiments using actual parallel inversion runs in order to show how improvements in quality metrics relate to parallel running times. For
this purpose, we developed an MPI-based parallel inversion code that can utilize each
of the four communication-memory organization schemes described in Section 4.5 for
a given termBucket-to-processor assignment. These second set of experiments are
conducted on a 32-node PC-cluster, where each node is an Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHz
processors with 1 GB RAM connected via an interconnection network of 100 Mb/sec
fast Ethernet. The total communication-memory size M is set to 5 MB in these experiments.

4.6.2 Evaluation of the Assignment Schemes

As a baseline inversion method, we implemented a random term assignment (RT) algorithm. In RT scheme, each term is assigned to a random processor without a termto-bucket assignment. In this scheme, the global vocabulary has to be created. In order
to evaluate the viability of term-to-bucket assignment and as a baseline termBucketto-processor assignment scheme, we also implemented a random assignment (RA)
algorithm which assigns buckets to processors randomly. Note that RA requires the
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Table 4.1: Percent query processing load imbalance values.
K
4
8
16
32
40
64
128

RT
30.5
55.5
100.4
319.3
437.2
602.5
857.3

RA
54.3
86.3
102.8
233.8
284.9
503.7
969.4

MCA
91.4
115.0
352.1
457.3
755.8
1446.2
8456.8

BLMCA
51.6
78.2
92.4
167.1
225.6
407.9
821.7

E!A
47.8
74.1
90.1
123.4
189.3
374.5
682.1

E2A
19.6
24.1
44.8
61.7
79.8
112.5
216.4

least possible time to compute a termBucket-to-processor assignment while avoiding
the need for global vocabulary creation, and thus it can be used to compare/analyze
the merits of the proposed bucketing scheme and the assignment schemes. The performance of the proposed assignment schemes are compared against RT and RA schemes.

4.6.2.1 Simulation Results

Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 compare the performance of the assignment schemes in terms
of the quality metrics described in Section 4.3.2.

Table 4.1 displays the performance of the proposed assignment schemes in optimizing the quality metric QM1. In the table, the query load imbalance percentages for
different assignment schemes and different number of processors is presented. The
query load imbalance values are calculated according to the following formula:

 Max

1≤k≤K {Q(pk )}
− 1 × 100.
PK
( k=1 (Q(pk )))/K

(4.11)
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Table 4.2: Percent storage load imbalance values.
Initial
K
4
8
16
32
40
64
128

13.8
31.9
38.2
58.4
66.3
69.0
81.4

Final
RT
4.4
11.7
18.2
44.1
32.2
44.7
65.3

RA
12.1
09.9
27.4
29.6
37.0
56.6
94.7

MCA
38.3
60.0
66.2
83.0
77.4
92.2
95.6

BLMCA
0.0
0.1
1.7
5.4
6.2
11.5
15.7

E1A
2.8
7.2
9.3
16.1
17.9
21.7
32.6

E2A
5.9
14.1
23.2
32.5
33.1
36.0
45.8

Table 4.2 shows the performance of the proposed assignment schemes in optimizing quality metric QM2. In the table, the initial imbalances due to hash-based distribution and the final imbalances after applying the assignment schemes are presented.
The storage imbalance values are computed according to the following formula:

 Max

1≤k≤K {S(pk )}
− 1 × 100.
PK
( k=1 (S(pk )))/K

(4.12)

Table 4.3 compares the communication performance of the assignment schemes in
terms of average and maximum message volume to be handled by a processor during parallel index inversion. Total volume of communication required by an assignment scheme can be computed from the table by multiplying the respective average
message volume value of the assignment scheme with the respective K value. Thus,
the “Avg” columns of Table 4.3 indicate the performance of the assignment schemes
in optimizing QM3(a). The “Max” columns in Table 4.3 indicate the communication load of the maximally loaded processor and thus indicate the performance of the
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Table 4.3: Message volume (send + receive) handled per processor (in terms of ×106
postings)
RT
K
4
8
16
32
40
64
128

K
4
8
16
32
40
64
128

Avg
131.184
76.511
41.002
21.118
17.026
10.761
5.423

Max
133.233
88.862
44.562
32.254
26.629
18.690
11.883

BLMCA
Avg
Max
127.450 128.619
73.402
75.974
39.217
43.443
20.283
26.025
16.322
20.014
10.339
15.421
5.222
10.980

RA
Avg
131.189
76.554
41.008
21.188
17.053
10.761
5.424

Max
145.713
90.582
49.249
28.754
23.962
17.769
11.967

E1A
Avg
129.437
77.562
43.205
21.218
17.072
10.981
5.662

Max
134.683
80.327
44.944
25.788
20.576
15.222
10.437

MCA
Avg
122.091
71.448
38.322
19.817
15.991
10.088
5.088

Max
150.263
119.745
77.114
71.127
44.793
74.273
65.586

E2A
Avg
131.857
77.385
42.792
21.047
17.471
11.201
7.233

Max
131.154
78.229
42.953
21.695
18.118
12.354
8.178

assignment scheme in optimizing QM3(b). The communication-load balancing performance of each assignment scheme can be evaluated by comparing the “Avg” and
“Max” columns.

The comparison of RT and RA schemes relates to the effectiveness of the proposed
term-to-bucket assignment. As shown in Table 4.2, RA performs slightly better than
RT for K ≤ 64. Both Tables 4.1 and 4.3 displays that RT and RA perform similarly
in terms of query load balancing and communication volumes. Comparison of these
two assignment schemes shows that term-to-bucket assignment prevents the global
vocabulary construction without much degrading our quality metrics.
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Table 4.4: Parallel inversion times (in seconds) including assignment and inverted
list exchange times for different assignment and communication-memory organization
schemes.
K

1s1r

Ks1r

1sKr

KsKr

2
4
8
16
32
2
4
8
16
32
2
4
8
16
32
2
4
8
16
32

RT
105.90
71.60
66.44
63.00
73.38
105.66
69.55
68.10
62.59
73.10
105.17
71.37
69.60
60.17
73.31
106.30
67.25
62.23
57.92
72.17

RA
109.80
69.19
51.42
35.89
19.31
109.82
73.69
53.34
36.66
20.21
109.60
70.84
58.13
34.67
20.24
110.05
66.79
45.44
31.28
18.43

MCA
85.72
81.34
66.76
60.82
48.45
86.04
80.31
68.27
60.30
50.34
86.06
80.82
64.97
59.13
48.36
86.13
71.89
59.82
54.56
47.81

BLMCA
106.08
68.63
46.45
33.04
18.20
105.87
70.60
50.04
34.32
18.52
106.31
70.11
45.78
32.54
18.59
106.01
64.50
41.46
29.36
18.11

E 1A
108.15
69.34
47.27
33.65
18.53
107.36
71.51
49.77
34.70
20.13
108.11
70.35
47.63
32.97
19.02
108.14
64.08
40.89
28.78
18.01

E2A
108.13
68.49
45.74
32.48
17.20
107.97
70.71
48.58
32.91
17.72
108.91
69.44
45.22
31.41
18.07
108.12
62.51
38.79
26.00
16.97
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As seen in Table 4.1, MCA achieves significantly worse query load imbalance than
all other assignment schemes. Similarly, Table 4.2 shows that MCA considerably degrades the initial storage balance. On the other hand, Table 4.3 reveals that MCA
achieves the best average communication cost. These experimental findings are expected since MCA only considers the minimization of the total communication cost,
disregarding storage and communication balancing.

As mentioned in Section 4.4.2, BLMCA is a modified version of MCA with added
emphasis on storage balancing. As seen in Table 4.2, BLMCA achieves the best final
storage balance in all instances. However, as seen in Table 4.3, the storage balance
in BLMCA is achieved at the expense of increased total communication volume compared with MCA. Table 4.1 also shows that especially with increasing K, BLMCA
fails in balancing query processing loads.
Table 4.1 displays that for all processor values, E 2 A performs significantly better
than all other assignment schemes in terms of query processing load balance. Additionally, in terms of query load imbalances, E 1 A is the second best performer. As seen
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, although E 2 A slightly degrades the storage balance, it performs
better than the other schemes in terms of maximum communication volume handled by
a processor for almost all K values (except for K=2 and 4). Although E 1 A produces
better storage balance than E 2 A, the communication volume handled by a processor
incurred by E 1 A is slightly worse than BLMCA. In terms of maximum communication volume handled by a processor, E 2 A achieves the best results for K > 8. Table 4.3
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also indicates that the average and maximum communication volume values induced
by E 2 A are close, which shows that E 2 A manages to distribute the communication
load among processors evenly.

4.6.2.2 Parallel Inversion Results

Figure 4.2: Times (secs) of various phases of the parallel inversion algorithm for different assignment and communication-memory organization schemes on K = 8 processors.

Table 4.4 compares the running times of our parallel inversion code for different
assignment schemes. Since the creation of the local inverted indexes from local document sets is an operation prior to our inversion schemes, it is assumed that the local
inverted indexes are already created. Thus, the time for converting local document
collection to local inverted indexes is not included in the inversion times displayed in
Table 4.4.
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We provide RT scheme in order to present the benefits of using a term-to-bucket
assignment. RT scheme differs from other schemes in two ways. First, in RT scheme
termBucket-to-processor assignment is replaced with a term-to-processor assignment.
Second, in RT scheme there is an additional phase called global vocabulary construction phase. As seen in Table 4.4, RT performs significantly worse than other assignment schemes for all K values other than K = 2. This indicates that our bucketing
scheme has a significant impact on performance.
As seen in Table 4.4, for K=2, MCA achieves the lowest inversion time compared
to the other schemes. This is because, for K=2, minimizing total communication
volume also minimizes the maximum communication volume handled by a processor.
However, for all K values greater than 2, MCA performs significantly worse since the
maximum message volume handled by a processor for MCA is considerably higher
than other assignment schemes. As seen in Table 4.4, E 2 A performs considerably
better than the other assignment schemes. For example for K = 32, E 2 A performs up
to 9% better than RA in terms of running time and achieves better final query load and
storage balancing. The relative performance order of the assignment schemes in terms
of actual inversion time values displayed in Table 4.4 are generally in concordance
with the relative performance order of the assignment schemes in terms of the quality
metrics displayed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

Figure 4.2 displays the dissection of parallel inversion time into: local inverted
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index construction, termBucket-to-Processor assignment and inverted list exchangeand-merge phases for different assignment and communication-memory organization
schemes on K=8 processors. For the sake of a better insight on the overall index inversion process, inverted list exchange-and-merge phase is further divided into two
components. The first component is called vocabulary communication, where processors send each other the terms, in their word form, and the associated posting list
sizes in an all-to-all personalized fashion. The second component is called inverted list
communication, where the posting list portions are communicated between processors.

Figure 4.2 shows that for the in-memory inversion task, the construction of a global
vocabulary takes considerable time. For K=8 processors, almost 35% of the total
inversion time is spent on global vocabulary construction in RT scheme.

As seen in Figure 4.2, the local inverted index construction takes the same time in
all schemes since local index inversion depends only on the initial data distribution.
Figure 4.2 also shows that, as the complexity of the assignment schemes increases, the
time required for termBucket-to-processor assignment also increases. The RA-based
termBucket-to-processor assignment phase takes less than 1% of the total inversion
time, whereas the E 2 A-based termBucket-to-processor assignment phase takes more
than 4% of the total inversion time. As the “Max” columns of Table 4.3 suggest, the
time spent on vocabulary communication phase is minimum for E 2 A and maximum
for MCA assignment scheme.
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As seen in Figure 4.2, the inverted list exchange-and-merge phase takes almost 85%
of the total inversion time, thus confirming that parallel inversion is a communicationbound process. We compare and analyze the impact of different communicationmemory organization schemes on this phase in the following subsection.

4.6.3 Evaluation of Communication-Memory Organization Schemes

Table 4.4 compares the running times of parallel inversion for different communicationmemory organization schemes. Ks1r has the worst overall performance for all K values greater than 2. Although Ks1r avoids redundant memory reads by doing only
one traversal over the local inverted lists, the use of blocking sends causes stalls and
prevents overlap between communication and computation.
Although 1sKr performs better than 1s1r for K ≤ 16, its relative performance
decreases when the number of processors increases. This is due to lower memory
utilization of 1sKr on higher number of processors since each processor must maintain
K −1 receive buffers. We theorize that for higher number of processors, 1sKr would
perform even worse.
For all K values greater than 2, KsKr performs superior with respect to the other
communication-memory organization schemes. As the number of processors increase,
the performance gap between KsKr and the other schemes increases in favor of
KsKr. This is because KsKr avoids redundant traversals during the preparation of
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Figure 4.3: The effect of the available communication-memory size (M) on inverted
list exchange-and-merge phase of a K=8 processor parallel inversion system utilizing
E 2 A and KsKr.
send buffers and overlaps computation with communication. For this reason, we select
KsKr as the de-facto communication-memory organization scheme for the remaining
experiment.

Figure 4.3 evaluates the effect of the available communication-memory size (M)
on the running time of parallel inversion code utilizing the E 2 A assignment scheme
and KsKr communication-memory organization scheme for K = 8 processors. As
seen in Figure 4.3, KsKr scales well with increasing communication-memory size.
The ability to continue to process several send buffers without stalling allows KsKr to
function relatively better with larger communication-memory sizes.

Chapter 5

Concluding Discussions

In this work, we first theorized and then analyzed two common characteristics of Webbased textual communication media. These common characteristics are: First, the
web-based textual communications all contain personal attributes that can be used to
exploit or identify several aspects of the communication and messages of all web-based
textual communications have similar distributional properties. Second, all Web-based
textual communications have similar heavy tailed distributions, for both message logs,
vocabularies, and user behavior.

In order to verify our claims, rather than going over a set of previous literature
work, we decided to select different web-based textual communications and examine
their patterns over real-life applications. In order to do this, first, a taxonomy of the
communication media with the corresponding state-of-the-art literature is provided.
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Using this taxonomy, we selected three types of communication data from different
classes of the web-based communications and analyzed these data.

For this purpose, we also selected three different examples of real life applications.
As a first application, we selected the query collection of a real life Web search engine
over a 10 day period and by the aid of our claims we proposed methods to improve
caching rate over the search engine architecture. In the second application, we selected online messages on a real time chat server and examined the predictability of
several attributes of both users of this chat server and their messages. As a final work,
we selected a collection of Web pages and picked the inverted index creation task. We
identified potential challenges on the distributed index inversion problem and using the
distributional properties of the Web data we theorize a method to efficiently carry out
the inversion task. Our results show that identifying and exploiting the common characteristics of common characteristics of computer mediated communications is crucial
when undertaking any research challenge related to Web based communications. Our
findings and conclusions can be summarized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we presented a machine learning approach to train a feature-based
caching model for the query result caching problem. For training the caching models we have used in this work, we evaluated several features. These features can be
grouped into five categories. These categories are: query string-based, user-based,
search engine related, term frequency-based, query frequency-based, and temporal features.
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Using the features that are gathered from the logs of a real life Web search engine,
we trained two machine learning models. The first machine learning model trains a
singleton prediction model, where each query is ranked from 0 to 1 with respect to its
probability of being a singleton query or not. The second model trains a regression of
each query’s next arrival time, that is the estimated time of query being re-submitted
to the search engine by some user. Using these two models, we constructed a caching
policy, where admission and eviction decisions are given based on which queries are
more likely to be observed in the near future and when.

For evaluating our models, we first examined two extreme caching organizations:
a fully static cache and a fully dynamic cache. Our results show that the proposed
machine learning approach improves the performance of caching in both conditions.
We have also provided several tighter optimality bounds for both problems and show
that the machine learning approach in fact improves the query result cache up to 11%
of the possible room for improvement.

We then combine both caching organizations into one by applying the proposed
machine learning approach to SDC. Our experiments indicate that the room for improvement in the caching problem is in fact smaller than what we have expected. Combining machine learned static cache and machine learned dynamic cache did not lead
to the expected improvements. Although the resulting caching model still improves
SDC by 7.8% of the maximum possible improvement, our results indicate a deterioration in the quality of the regression model in the dynamic cache when a static cache is
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also present.

In terms of our claims, we have shown that query features, combined with a machine learning approach, can be used to improve the performance of the query result
cache of a real life search engine. Moreover, our evaluations on the regression models show that, many of the most discriminative features contain non-temporal features.
In that respect, our findings validate claim 1, that Web-based textual communications
contain characteristic markers inherent to the text message itself or its user.

In this work, our results have also verified claim 2 by using the temporal locality
within the caching problem. Caching, as the main motivation of the proposed work,
is based on the fact that there is a strong temporal correlation within the query submissions to a Web search engine. In order for caching to be beneficial for a search
engine, a small subset of queries should be frequent enough so that, by merely storing them in memory, the search engine can respond to most of the queries without
re-computing the results. Our evaluations on the query log also indicate that almost
40% of the queries are submitted to the search engine only once, corresponding to a
heavy tail distribution. Thus, we can conclude that search query logs follow a heavy
tail distribution which can be categorized as a power law or log-normal distribution,
which verifies that claim 2 holds for query search logs.

In Chapter 3, we examined a peer-to-peer instant messaging network. Personal and
message-based features are used to predict several user- and message-based classes.
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The result of this study show that personal and environmental characteristics have significant impact on ones’ vocabulary use and writing style in peer-to-peer communications. In this work, it is shown that by using the word selection patterns and stylistic
preferences of chat users, it is possible to predict their sociolinguistic characteristics
by employing classification techniques. It is also shown that external factors such as
the time of a conversation and the recipient of a message has considerable effect on the
vocabulary use and writing style of an author.

The dataset used in this work also has distinguishing properties. The spontaneous
nature of chatting and point-to-point nature of the chat messages makes the chat dataset
quite different from any literary writing. To the best of our knowledge, in this study, for
the first time in literature, the authorship analysis techniques are applied to real-time
online conversations.

In terms of our claims which are presented in Chapter 1, analysis of peer-to-peer
instant messaging conversations show that messages between peers contain many predictable attributes. The identity of the author of a message, the receiver of a message,
the age group, connectivity domain, and gender are some examples of such attributes.
Our findings clearly indicate the truth of claim 1, which is instant messaging communications contain characteristic markers inherent to their author and receiver and verifies
its validity.

We believe that the outcome of this work will prove to be beneficial for many
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application areas such as e-commerce and Internet security. For example, it is possible that companies supporting virtual reference services may use this method for
gathering client profiles, determining a target population, and provide better and more
customized service to these clients. With the growing use of Internet communication,
spamming becomes a worldwide phenomenon. This application can also be used in
the implementation of dynamic spam filters. Once the classifier is trained by a set of
previously available spam messages, it may be possible to identify the structural properties of spam messages and detect them. The style-based approach presented in this
chapter may prove to be useful for this purpose. Another direct implication is the use
of our work for ensuring security within virtual groups. In most messaging services,
a user is not permitted to have more than one account. Matching user profiles may
prevent duplicate user accounts and can be used to detect the true source of malicious
messages.

This work can be extended in several ways. First, our approach is tested using only
one corpus. Application of our methods on different datasets will strengthen the findings of this work. Applying our methods to other types of electronic discourse such
as emails, IRC messages, and newsgroup messages may reveal similarities between
different computer-mediated communication media. Second, this work has only been
tested on Turkish documents. While the applied procedure seems to be independent of
the language, the effectiveness and applicability to other languages remain untested.
Additionally, such a work may provide clues on common and language-independent
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characteristics of electronic discourse. Third, this work relies on the “supervised learning” assumption. This means that the procedures described here are applicable only
if a set of training samples is available. A framework based on unsupervised classification seems to be a natural extension of this work. In the unsupervised classification
approach, the classifier generates a set of spectral classes without requiring any input.
Information classes are assigned to these spectral classes afterward with user intervention. Fourth, the problem can be modeled as a probabilistic information retrieval
model. Using the procedure described in this work, it may be possible to answer
queries such as “find the documents that are predicted to be written during a certain
period of time” or “find the documents that are possibly written by someone who has
a PhD degree”.

In chapter 4, a memory-based, term-partitioned parallel inverted index construction
framework was examined. Several problems were identified and improvements were
proposed for a parallel index inversion framework.

First, we proposed a termBucket-to-processor assignment scheme. This scheme
minimizes the communication cost of local vocabularies among processors and distributes the final query processing and storage loads among all processors, allowing a
finer grained parallelism. We also showed that, by using a termBucket-to-processor
assignment scheme, the need to create a global vocabulary can be eliminated and all
associated communications can be prevented.
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Second, we developed and investigated several heuristics for generating term-toprocessor assignment. The results of our experiments show that, compared to a baseline random assignment scheme, our proposed methods improved the parallel inversion
times significantly while providing reasonable final query processing and storage balances.

Third, we presented and explored four different communication-memory organization schemes in order to reduce the communication time required. We also presented
methods to avoid deadlocks and network congestion and commented on memory utilization of the overall system. Our results show that, splitting the communicationmemory in 2 × (K −1)parts yields the best results.
Fourth, Simulations and actual parallel inversion times are presented in order to
give insight on our improvements. According to the observed results, we recommend
the use of the E 2 A scheme for termBucket-to-processor assignment, and the KsKr
scheme for communication-memory organization.

Our analysis of the index inversion problem show that a naive approach for a distributed inversion problem would be too slow for any practical use. As our experiments
also indicate, that is because the creation of a global vocabulary in such a system would
create a serious bottleneck on processors. In order to alleviate this problem, we used
our second claim; the Web page data distributions follow a heavy tail distribution, and
proposed a bucketing scheme. In the proposed method the terms are hashed into a
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finite number of buckets and information about these buckets are communicated between processors instead of posting list information. By applying this simple, yet
effective bucketing strategy we prevent almost 35 % of the total communication and
avoid global vocabulary communication all together. The success of this work also
verifies that Web based communications follow similar distributions which can also be
exploited in order to alleviate challenging problems on Web search engines.

This work can also be extended in several ways. First, the framework used in this
work does not consider the effect of bucket processing order. For example, processing
buckets in decreasing size order might present better results both in respect of final
storage balance and communication costs. Second, the number of buckets is assumed
to be fixed throughout this work. The scaling of our framework using different number
of buckets can also be considered.
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